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ABSTRACT
Complement is a primary arm of innate immunity that plays essential roles in
clearance of microbial invaders and immune complexes, initiation of inflammation,
development, and differentiation and serves as a bridge to the adaptive immune response.
Like many successful human pathogens, the Gram-positive bacterium Staphylococcus aureus
has evolved a web of intricate strategies to evade complement-mediated immunity. These
small (~10 kDa), secreted proteins bind directly to the central opsonin of the complement
cascade, called C3b. Among these complement-targeted bacterial inhibitors, are the so-called
Staphylococcal Complement Inhibitors (SCINs). SCINs are of particular interest because
they stabilize a catalytically-inactive form of the key enzymatic complex of complement, the
alternative pathway C3 convertase (C3bBb). A combination of biochemical, biophysical,
and structural studies are carried out here that show that SCINs elicit these effects by binding
to a functional “hotspot” on C3b. Additionally, experimental evidence shows that SCINs
promote formation of inhibited convertase dimers (i.e., (SCIN/C3bBb)2) and inhibitor-
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enzyme-substrate complexes (i.e., (SCIN/C3bBb)/C3)) that sterically-mask the C3b binding
sites of complement receptors expressed on the surface of lymphoid and phagocytic cells. As
a consequence, SCINs interfere with opsonophagocytosis not only by inhibiting additional
C3b deposition, but also by directly blocking essential C3b/CR interactions as well. Finally,
experiments are conducted that demonstrate the functional importance of a sequence
divergent and flexible N-terminal domain in SCIN proteins. The development of complement
inhibitors has long held great potential for treatment of these conditions. Still, drug discovery
efforts in this area have been complicated by the multipronged nature of the complement
system, which is predicated upon an integrated network of protein-protein interactions that
underlie its initiation, amplification, and regulation. With significant challenges remaining to
the development of peptides or other small molecules capable of disrupting these
interactions, an unexpected contribution toward complement-directed therapeutics may yet
come from thoroughly understanding the naturally occurring inhibitors, such as SCINs.
Together, these studies further our understanding of SCIN structure, expand our knowledge
of the multi-faceted immune evasion mechanism of SCINs, and provide clues for the
potential optimization or synthetic mimicry of SCIN proteins.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Complement-directed Immune Evasion by Staphylococcus aureus
Few human pathogens have kept the world in suspense over the past few decades as
much as Staphylococcus aureus. Originally considered an opportunistic bacterium associated
with superficial skin infections, S. aureus has evolved into a major medical problem in
hospital environments and, increasingly, in otherwise healthy communities (10). It has been
reported that about one third of healthy individuals in the United States are colonized with S.
aureus, mostly in the nostrils and skin, without showing symptoms and the bacterium may
therefore be often considered part of the normal flora (23). Yet in more and more cases, S.
aureus strains cause severe infections, including life threatening septicemia, which can
poorly be controlled by today’s therapeutic arsenal due to the bacterium’s extraordinary
ability to acquire resistance to antibiotics (9). In 2005, the number of deaths associated with
methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) infections in the U.S.A. was estimated to be around
19,000, thereby exceeding those associated with HIV (44, 45). Although MRSA strains have
been described as early as 1960 (e.g. COL strain), the current community-associated MRSA
strains (e.g. USA300) appear to be much more virulent (9). Although the exact driving forces
of this increased virulence are not clearly identified, immune evasion strategies are
considered potential contributors to this phenomenon (9). Indeed, S. aureus has been
described to interfere at various levels of the immune system and more than 50 expressed or
secreted proteins are currently considered part of its immune evasion arsenal (5).
Interestingly, many of those molecules appear to target the human complement system,
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therefore moving this ancient branch of innate immunity into the spotlight of research efforts
(14, 32).
Although complement is involved in many physiological functions ranging from cell
homeostasis to tissue development and metabolism, the rapid recognition and elimination of
microbial intruders defines a key role of this network of plasma proteins and cell surface
receptors (62). After recognition of bacterial surfaces by specialized pattern recognition
proteins, complement can be triggered by various routes (historically termed as “classical”,
“lectin”, and “alternative” pathways) that all result in the activation of complement
component C3 to its C3b fragment, which is deposited as an opsonin on the foreign surface.
Together with two enzymes, factor B (fB) and factor D (fD), C3b forms a transient yet potent
C3 convertase complex (C3bBb). This convertase activates even more C3 into C3b and
thereby amplifies the complement response. In addition, C3b and its degradation products
(iC3b, C3d) act as ligands for complement receptors (CR) that mediate phagocytosis of
opsonized particles (i.e. CR1, CR3, CR4, and CRIg) or lower the threshold for B cell
activation (CR2) and thereby bridge to adaptive immune responses. Finally, ongoing
complement activation produces the potent pro inflammatory anaphylatoxins C3a (as a
byproduct of C3 cleavage) and C5a (through C5 convertases such as C3b3bBb), which attract
and activate immune cells via binding to anaphylatoxin receptors (C3aR, C5aR, C5L2).
Whereas human cells are protected by expressing cell surface-bound or acquiring
soluble complement regulators, microbial cells normally lack these regulators and are
therefore susceptible to complement attack (Figure 1) (18). However, an impressive body of
research in recent years revealed that S. aureus produces a fascinating panel of several
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Figure 1. Pathways of Complement Activation and Amplification in the Vicinity of an S.
aureus cell. A normal, uninhibited complement response that arises from either the classical,
lectin, or alternative pathways, and which leads to changes in various immune effector cells
(top right).
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Figure 2. Interaction of Staphylococcal Complement Inhibitors on the Complement
Cascade A, Disruption of the complement response by SCINs. B, Disruption of the
complement response by Efb. Note that red dashed lines signify processes affected directed
by either of these secreted inhibitors, while dotted grey lines indicate secondary, indirect
effects. Formation of the terminal complement complex is not shown, since the bacterium is
resistant to its function owing to the peptidoglycan-rich structure of its gram positive cell
wall.
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inhibitors that block complement activity at all stages from initiation and amplification to
phagocytosis and inflammatory/immune signaling (Figure 2A,B) (18, 48, 49, 78). Owing to
its central role in the cascade, the C3 convertase appears to be a particularly attractive target
for S. aureus, and at least three different groups of proteins, the extracellular fibrinogenbinding protein (Efb) and staphylococcal complement inhibitor (SCIN) families as well as
the staphylococcal binder of immunoglobulins (Sbi) have been identified and characterized.
Of those, SCIN (i.e. SCIN-A/-B/-C) and Efb (and its homologue Ehp; also referred to as Ecb)
have proven to be particularly strong inhibitors of convertase activity. These properties not
only highlight their potential roles in the overall virulence of the bacterium, they may also
render these rather small, secreted proteins (~10 kDa) attractive templates for therapeutic
intervention in the ever-growing list of diseases where complement-mediated inflammation is
known to play a central role (63). For this purpose, a detailed knowledge about these
proteins’ exact mechanisms of action as well as key structures and residues that impart these
unique activities is essential.
In view of their similar structures (trihelical bundle), their common binding partners
(C3 and its activation fragments), and their identical functional targets (C3 convertases) in
the complement cascade, it would seem obvious that the SCIN and Efb protein families share
similar mechanisms of action. However, detailed molecular, structural, and functional studies
in the past few years have surprisingly revealed that their binding modes and inhibitory
mechanisms are fascinatingly distinct and include both directly competitive and allosteric
strategies (6, 65, 70). There are even first indications that small differences within the same
family (e.g. between Efb and Ehp) may result in slightly modified structural properties that
could allow S. aureus to fine-tune its evasion response.
5

Staphylococcal Complement Inhibitor Protein Family
The founding member of the SCIN family (SCIN-A) was discovered through
genomic analysis of an uncharacterized gene on the SaPI5 immune evasion cluster (71).
Further work demonstrated that the SCIN family consists of three active members (SCIN-A,
SCIN-B, and SCIN-C) (68), all of which share between 46–48% sequence identity with one
another. A putative fourth SCIN family member (typically referred to as ORF-D, but herein
as SCIN-D) is also expressed by S. aureus, and likewise shares relatively high amino acid
sequence identity (~30%) to the other SCIN family members (68). However, SCIN-D does
not appear to bind directly to any C3 fragments and thus exhibits no inhibition of
complement activity (68). SCIN proteins are potent complement inhibitors and were shown
to target both theclassical and alternative pathway C3 convertases (i.e. C4b2b and C3bBb,
respectively)(40, 69), the latter of which is the central enzymatic component of complement
amplification. Whereas many classes of complement modulators (in particular the hostderived ‘regulators of complement activation’ and their viral homologues (89) possess decay
accelerating activity and dissociate assembled C3 convertases (86), the active SCIN family
members actually stabilize C3 convertases both in solution and at the bacterial surface (70,
71). Recent work has elucidated many details about the molecular mechanism of SCIN
proteins, and revealed how these bacterial inhibitors trap C3 convertases in a catalytically
inactive state (65, 70).
Conclusions
The exquisitely tailored, yet non-redundant convertase-blocking capabilities of the
SCIN and Efb protein families represent only a small fraction of the overall S. aureus
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immune evasion arsenal. Yet in just a few short years, intense study of these molecules has
profoundly expanded our molecular-level understanding of complement inhibition and
regulation. Given these significant changes in only two segments of what has become a
surprisingly large field, it is almost certain that additional and unexpected discoveries still lie
in waiting. For while diverse anti-complement effects for these two protein families have
been identified already, the literature also clearly underscores that these advances have been
achieved primarily through study of the structure, function, and mechanism of the SCIN-A
and Efb-C proteins alone. In this regard, a more detailed examination of related proteins is
more relevant now, and this may very well open new doors for further inquiry. For example,
study of the remaining SCIN proteins is likely to help delineate the unique interactions
described here and elsewhere that are required for the two distinct, but related SCIN
functions of convertase inhibition and disruption of phagocytosis.
Finally, it is important to mention that nearly all studies on S. aureus complement
inhibitors reported so far have been carried out from a reductionist perspective, where only a
single proteins’ function is examined at a time. While experimentally tractable, this
dramatically oversimplifies the physiological situation where multiple immune evasion
proteins are expressed simultaneously. Given that several of these proteins actually target the
same structures (e.g. convertases), the possibility for functional synergy cannot be
discounted. Regardless of the precise approaches taken, further analyses of these unique
proteins will advance our understanding of S. aureus immune evasion and human
complement regulation. Not only that, it has the potential to provide a valuable template for
the design of complement-directed therapeutics as well.
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
Proteins
Staphylococcal Complement Inhibitors From Staphylococcus aureus
A designer gene fragment encoding residues 32–116 of SCIN-A, SCIN-B, and
residues 29-114 of SCIN-D (S. aureus strain Mu50) were PCR-amplified from purified
bacterial genomic DNA using oligonucleotide primers that appended BamHI or SalI at the 5’
and NotI sites at 3’ ends of the product. SCIN-C (S. aureus strain H19 and MRSA252) and
SCIN chimeras were made by overlapping primer extension PCR (61). Site-directed
mutagenesis was carried out by a two-step megaprimer PCR method using their
corresponding pT7HMT-based over-expression plasmids as a template (74). The resulting
fragment was digested with the appropriate restriction endonucleases and subcloned into the
vector pT7HMT and the recombinant insert was sequenced in its entirety (21). This
sequence-confirmed expression vector was transformed into Escherichia coli strain BL21
(DE3) for protein production.
Recombinant SCINs were overexpressed, initially purified by metal-ion affinitychromatography carried out in the presence of 8 M urea as a denaturant, refolded by rapid
dilution and concentrated according to the general protocols set forth in a previous
publication (21). The vector encoded amino-terminal affinity tag was removed from SCINs
by proteolytic digestion with recombinant tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease in a buffer
compatible with metal-ion affinity-chromatography methods (20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 500 mM
NaCl, 10 mM imidazole) (21). Upon completion of this digestion, SCINs were purified
8

further by metal-ion affinity chromatography; however, in this case the unbound fraction was
retained. This fraction was buffer-exchanged into 20 mM acetate pH 5.0, applied onto a 6 ml
Resource S column (GE Biosciences) and eluted with a linear gradient to 20 mM acetate pH
5.0, 1 M NaCl over 7.5 column volumes. The fractions which contained purified SCIN (as
judged by SDS–PAGE) were pooled, dialyzed twice against 4 l double-deionized water and
concentrated by ultrafiltration to 10 mg ml-1 (as determined by UV absorption, where " =
8960 M-1 cm-1). The final preparation contained the residues Gly-Ser-Thr (SalI) or Gly-SerThr-Gly-Ser (BamHI) at the amino-terminus of the protein as an artifact of appending the
SalI or BamHI endonuclease recognition site at the 5’ end of the SCIN coding sequence.
Biotinylated SCIN proteins were obtained by overexpression from a modified version
of the pT7HMT vector that encodes a cysteine residue as the first amino acid of the
polypeptide of interest. Site-specifically biotinylated cys-SCINs were produced using the EZLink Maleimide-PEG2-Biotin reagent (Thermo Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions, and the excess biotinylation reagent was removed by ultrafiltration into PBS
(pH 7.4). Successful biotinylation was confirmed by Western blotting using a streptavidinconjugated anti-HRP antibody and SuperSignal Pico Chemiluminescent substrate (Thermo
Scientific).
Standard protocols were carried out to produce Seleno-L-methionine labeled SCIN
crystallization samples (2).

15

N and 15N/13C isotopically labeled samples were prepared by

resuspending 20 ml of overnight bacterial growth in minimal media (1.28% Na2HPO4, 0.3%
KH2PO4, 0.05% NaCl, 1 mm MgCl2 and 1 mm CaCl2) containing 10 mg L-1 thiamine.
Uniform (U) isotopic enrichment was achieved by using 1g L-1 U-15NH4Cl and/or 2 g L-1 U[13C] glucose for 15N and 15N/13C labeled SCINs.
9

Human Complement Proteins
Purified human complement proteins C3, C3b, C3c, factor B (fB), factor D (fD),
factor H (fH), factor I (fI), and cobra venom factor (CVF) were in most cases obtained from
Complement Technology (Tyler, TX). Purified C3b was also prepared by activated-thiol
Sepharose (GE Biosciences) according to established protocols (50). Following purification,
C3b was exchanged into phosphate-buffered saline, concentrated to 20 mg ml-1 (as
determined by UV absorption, where 168 390 M-1 cm-1), aliquoted and stored at 193 K until
use. The Ig-repeat region of human Complement Receptor of the Immunoglobulin
Superfamily (CRIg) was prepared according to established procedures (83). A mouse
monoclonal antibody (clone 030-08; catalogue number sc-58929) that recognizes the TED
domain of human C3/C3b/iC3b/C3d was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.
DyLight488 (Thermo Scientific)-conjugated F(ab’)2 anti-human C3 (Protos
Immunoresearch) was prepared according to manufacturers instruction and used to detect
C3b deposition by flow cytometry.
C3b site-specifically biotinylated at Cys1010 was prepared by activating
native C3 via a stable CVF-based C3 convertase at pH 7.0 (PBS with 5 mM nickel sulfate) in
the presence of the biotinylation reagent described above. Briefly, 60 µl of a solution
containing CVF and fB (1µM each) were activated to CVFBb by adding factor D (0.1µM
final concentration) and incubating for 5 min at room temperature. At this time the CVFBb
was added to 330µl of a solution containing native C3 (4µM) and EZ-Link MaleimidePEG2-Biotin (190µM) and incubated for 2 h further at room temperature. The reaction was
then incubated overnight at 4 °C to allow free-thiol derivatization to approach completion.
The next day the sample was buffer-exchanged into 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5) and applied to a 110

ml Resource Q anionexchange column (GE Healthcare) to isolate the C3b-biotin from
contaminating reactants/proteins. Successful biotinylation was confirmed by Western
blotting as described above.
For preparation of samples used in crystallization trials, C3c was first treated with a
1:200 (w/w) ratio of a recombinant Escherichia coli maltose-binding protein peptide Nglycosidase F fusion protein for 2 h at 37 °C to remove N-glycans. After this, the
deglycosylated C3c protein was further isolated by anion exchange chromatography on a
Resource Q column (GE Healthcare).
Crystallization Complexes
SCIN-A/C3b, SCIN-A/C3c, and SCIN-B(18-85)/C3c complexes were made by
preparing a mixture of each SCIN C3b or deglycosylated C3c to yield an equimolar complex.
The complexes were buffer exchanged by ultrafiltration into buffer of 10 mM Tris (pH 7.4),
50 mM NaCl, and concentrated to 5 mg ml-1 total protein.

Crystallization, X-ray Diffraction Data Collection, Structure Solution and Refinement
General Crystallization Procedures
All crystallization experiments were carried out by vapor diffusion of hanging drops.
Before diffraction analysis, crystal samples were preserved by flashcooling in a Dewar of
liquid nitrogen. X-ray diffraction data were collected using either beamline 22-ID or 22-BM
of the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National Laboratory), and the individual
reflections were indexed, integrated, and scaled using either HKL2000 or XDS/XSCALE
(57). All aspects of structure solution and refinement were carried out using individual
programs as implemented within the PHENIX suite (1, 80, 90). In particular, all molecular
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replacement solutions were obtained using the program PHASER, whereas de novo phase
calculation by single wavelength anomalous dispersion was performed using
PHENIX.AUTOSOL (56). For all structures except that of the co-crystals, an initial model
was built using PHENIX.AUTOBUILD. Final models were obtained after manual building
in COOT (11) and subsequent rounds of refinement using PHENIX.REFINE. Models were
analyzed and validated using MOLPROBITY (7) before PDB deposition. All structural
representations were prepared using PyMOL (www.pymol.org), whereas comparisons of
superimpositions were determined using STAMP (72) and temperature factor analysis was
carried out using BAVERAGE from the CCP4 program suite (84). Analysis of bimolecular
and crystallographic contacts were performed using the CCP4 program CONTACTS and the
EBI PISA server (47).
Crystallization Conditions
The following sections describe specific information pertaining to individual crystals
and their structures. SCIN-A/C3b co-crystals grew over the course of 21 days at 293 K using
0.1M Hepes–NaOH (pH 7.0), 30% (v/v) Jeffamine ED-2001–HCl as a precipitant; this
precipitant solution was used directly for cryopreservation of crystal samples. SCIN-A/C3c
co-crystals were obtained in 2–5 days at 277 K using 0.1 M Hepes–NaOH (pH 7.5), 10%
(w/v) polyethylene glycol 6000, and 5% (v/v) 2-methyl-1,3-propanediol as a precipitant;
these crystals were cryoprotected by a brief incubation in an analogous buffer that contained
20% (v/v) glycerol. For each complex, the precipitant was diluted 1:1 with double-distilled
H2O, and 1 μl of this solution was mixed with 1 μl of protein solution. Three different lattice
types of SCIN-A/C3c co-crystals were identified from a single crystallization condition (one
monoclinic and two orthorhombic). Structures were solved by molecular replacement using
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the previously published structures of SCIN-A (PDBID#: 2QFF), C3b (PDBID#: 2IO7), and
C3c (PDBID#: 2A74) as search models (34, 35, 68). Non-crystallographic symmetry
restraints were employed where applicable during all steps of solving the SCIN-A/C3c
structures.
SCIN-B(18-85) crystals grew in 1 day at 4 °C using a solution of 0.1 M sodium citrate
(pH 3.5), 1 M ammonium sulfate as a precipitant. Drops consisted of 1 µl of protein sample
(12 mg ml-1) and 1 µl of precipitant solution that had been previously diluted with three
volumes of double-distilled H2O. Crystals were cryoprotected using precipitant solution
containing 20% (v/v) glycerol. A poly-alanine model of the previously published SCIN-A
structure was created and used to solve this structure by molecular replacement. SCIN-B(1885)

/C3c co-crystals appeared in 2–5 days at 20 °C using 0.1 M bis-tris (pH 6.5) and 15%

(w/v) polyethylene glycol 3350 as a precipitant. Drops consisted of 1 µl of complex sample
(5 mg ml-1) and 1 µl of precipitant solution that had been previously diluted with 1 volume of
double-distilled H2O. Crystals were cryoprotected by a brief incubation in precipitant
containing 20% (v/v) glycerol. The refined coordinates of SCINB(18-85) and C3c were used to
solve this structure by molecular replacement. Non-crystallographic symmetry restraints
were employed where applicable during all steps of solution and refinement of this structure.
Both native and selenium-labeled SCIN-D(8-83) crystals were obtained after 2–3 days at 20 °C
using a precipitant solution of 0.1 M bis-tris (pH 5.0), 30% (w/v) polyethylene glycol 8000,
and 20 mM sodium thiocyanate. Individual drops consisted of 1 µl of protein sample (10 mg
ml-1) and 1 µl of precipitant solution that had been previously diluted with an equal volume
of double distilled H2O. Cryoprotection was achieved by adding 10% (v/v) glycerol to the
precipitant solution. The initial structure was solved by single wavelength anomalous
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dispersion, and this refined model was used to solve the native crystal. Full-length SCIN-D
crystals appeared after 1 month at 20 °C using 0.1 M bis-tris (pH 4.8) and 15% (w/v)
polyethylene glycol 3350 as a precipitant. Drops consisted of 1 µl of protein (10 mg ml-1) and
1 µl of precipitant solution that had been previously diluted with an equal volume of doubledistilled H2O. Crystals were cryoprotected using precipitant solution containing 20% (v/v)
glycerol. The refined coordinates of native SCIN-D(8-83) were used to solve this structure by
molecular replacement.
SCIN-B crystals grew in 5-7 days at 4°C using a solution of 0.2 M (NH4)2SO4 and
30% (w/v) PEG 8,000. Drops consisted of 1 μl of protein sample at 16 mg ml-1 in 10 mM
Tris (pH 7.4), 50 mM NaCl and 1 μl of precipitant solution that had previously been diluted
with 1 volume of double-distilled H2O. Crystals were cryoprotected using precipitant
solution containing 5% (v/v) glycerol. A single copy of SCIN-B(18-85) (PDBID#: 3T49) was
used as a search model to solve this structure by molecular replacement. SCIN-B(4-85) crystals
grew in 1-3 days at 4°C using a solution of 0.1 M Tris (8.5) and 8% (w/v) PEG 8,000. Drops
consisted of 1 μl of protein sample at 18 mg ml-1 in 10 mM Tris (pH 7.4), 50 mM NaCl and 1
μl of precipitant solution that had previously been diluted with 1 volume of double-distilled
H2O. Crystals were cryoprotected using a precipitant solution containing 30% (v/v) glycerol.
A single copy of SCIN-B(18-85) (PDB ID#: 3T49) was used as a search model to solve this
structure by molecular replacement. All structures were deposited into the Protein Data Bank
(www.pdb.org) under the following accession codes; SCIN-A/C3c (3NSA, 3NMS, and
3OH3), SCIN-A/C3b (3L5N), SCIN-B(18-85)/C3c (3T4A), SCIN-B(18-85) (3T49), SCIN-D
(3T46), SCIN-D(8-83) (3T47), SCIN-D-MSE(8-83) (3T48), SCIN-B (4H6I), and SCIN-B(4-85)
(4H6H).
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Protein-Protein Interaction Assays
AlphaScreen Binding Assays
Assays for binding between SCIN-A/SCIN-B and various proteins were conducted by
employing a luminescent microbead AlphaScreen technology (PerkinElmer Life Sciences)
(3). The principle of this assay relies upon a streptavidin donor bead, which recognizes a
biotinylated ligand that binds a second target protein, which itself can be adsorbed to
acceptor bead via a c-Myc epitope or a protein-specific mouse monoclonal IgG (Figure 3B).
Using this approach, an equilibrium competition binding assay was established in 96-well
format 1⁄2 area opaque plates using the AlphaScreen c-Myc detection kit or anti-mouse IgG
kit purchased from PerkinElmer Life Sciences and carried out according to either of the
following general procedures. SCIN-A/C3b competition assays were carried out in a final
reaction volume of 25 µl by adding each assay component to the following final
concentrations: 50 nM myc-SCIN-A, 5 nM C3bbiotin, 20 g ml-1 c-Myc AlphaScreen
acceptor beads, and 20 g ml-1 AlphaScreen Streptavidin Donor beads. A dilution series for
each unlabeled competitor protein was prepared. The reaction was performed over the course
of 2.5 h and began by mixing myc-SCIN-A, C3b-biotin, and varying concentrations of
unlabeled competitor. After 1 h of incubation time at room temperature, this solution was
mixed with the acceptor beads and allowed to incubate for an additional 1 h. Finally, donor
beads were added and after a 30-min incubation time the evolving AlphaScreen signal
(photon counts at 630 nm/s) was read on an EnSpire multimode plate reader (PerkinElmer
Life Sciences). SCIN-B/C3b competition assays were carried out using the same general
protocol as described above, with the following changes in final concentrations of each
component: 25 nM biotinylated-SCIN-B, 2 nM C3b, and 1 nM anti-C3d IgG. The reaction
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FIGURE 3. Schematic for Protein-protein Interaction Assays. The ability of SCIN
proteins to bind directly to C3b was assessed through two parallel assay formats. A, A C3b
BIACORE (GE Health Sciences) biosensor was created by immobilizing site-specifically
(Cys-1010) biotinylated C3b on the surface of a streptavidin coated chip. SCIN proteins
(analytes) are injected over the biosensor and the ability to bind C3b (ligand) is assessed by
analysis of the resulting sensogram. B, A competition assay is carried out using AlphaScreen
luminescent bead based technology (Perkin Elmer). Biotinylated SCIN protein is bound by
streptavidin Alpha Donor beads. C3b is targeted by a mouse monoclonal anti-C3b IgG that
specifically recognizes the C3d fragment of C3b. When anti-mouse IgG AlphaScreen
Acceptor beads are added, the complex shown above forms and an Alpha signal is produced.
Signal is measured in the presence of unlabeled SCIN competitor and a dose-response curve
is obtained. An analogous experimental setup was also used where myc-SCIN-A and
biotinylated C3b were targeted by anti-myc Acceptor and streptavidin Donor beads,
respectively.
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started by mixing, C3b, and varying concentrations of unlabeled competitor while separately
mixing acceptor beads with anti-C3d IgG. After a 1-h incubation time at room temperature,
these two solutions were mixed and allowed to incubate for an additional 1 h. Finally, donor
beads were added, and after 30 min of incubation time the AlphaScreen signal was measured.
The AlphaScreen signal was normalized to wells containing no inhibitor, and a doseresponse curve was generated by plotting normalized signal versus log[competitor, (M)].
Where applicable, apparent equilibrium dissociation constants (KD) were calculated by
nonlinear curve-fitting to a one-site fit Ki model using GraphPad Prism5 software
(GraphPad; La Jolla, CA). IC50 values were defined by, log[IC50] = log (10log Ki x (1 +
([L]/ KD,LT))) where [L] = [myc-SCIN-A] = 50 nM, and KD,LT = KD,SCIN-A/C3b = 177 nM (as
judged independently by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) (65).
Surface Plasmon Resonance Binding Assays
The interaction between C3b and various SCIN proteins and their mutants was measured by
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) using a Biacore 3000 or Biacore X instrument (GE
Healthcare) at 25 °C. HBS-ET (10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM EDTA,
0.005% (v/v) Tween 20) was used as the mobile phase throughout the experiment. Sitespecifically biotinylated C3b was captured on a streptavidin sensor chip (GE Healthcare) at a
density of 4400 resonance units (Figure 3A) (65). SCIN proteins were diluted to a
concentration of 10 µM in HBS-ET and injected for 1 min at a 20 µl min-1 flow rate with a
dissociation phase of 2 min. Signals from an empty streptavidin flow cell and from an
ensemble of buffer blank injections were used to perform double referencing of sample
responses. Data processing and evaluation was performed using Scrubber (v2.0c; BioLogic
Software Pty Ltd, Campbell, Australia). Because SPR signal generation is directly dependent
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on the molecular weight of injected analytes, each response signal was divided by the
molecular weight of the corresponding protein to allow for a ranking of SCIN mutants.
The effects of SCIN proteins on the alternative pathway convertase were assessed in
real time by SPR. All injections were performed at a flowrate of 10 μl min-1 in a running
buffer of 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.005% (v/v) Tween-20.
The biosensor surface consisted of 1850 RU of biotinylated C3b that had been adsorbed onto
a streptavidin containing Sensor Chip SA. A 100 nM equimolar solution of fB and fD were
injected for 2 min, followed by 1 min. of dissociation. Next 1 μM SCIN-A or SCIN-C
“MR252” was injected for 1 min. This was followed by an injection of 500 nM C3 or C3b
for 1 min. Finally, 500 nM CRIg was injected for 1 minute. Regeneration was done in a
running buffer of HBS (pH 7.4), 10 mM EGTA, 10 mM EDTA buffer. Regeneration to
baseline was achieved by three injection cycles of 100 nM fH, 2M NaCl, and 0.2 M Na2CO3
(pH 9.0).
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
NMR sample preparation and general experimental protocol was performed as according to
the following general procedure (59). Isotopically 15N- and 15N-,13C- labeled SCIN-A and
SCIN-B samples were dissolved in argon-saturated d13-MES (pH 6.9) with 5% (v/v) D2O,
0.2 mM 3-(trimethylsiyl)-1-propane-sulfonic acid, and 1 mM NaN3 at a final protein
concentration of 800 μM. All NMR data were collected at 30°C from a 14.1T Varian Inova
spectrometer (599.7 MHz for 1H). Standard double and triple resonance spectra were used to
assign the backbone 1HN, 15NH, and 13C resonances. Specifically, 1H-15N-HSQC,
HNCACB, CBCA(CO)NH, HNCA, HNCO, (HCA)CO(CA)NH spectra were recorded using
water flip-back methods and/or 15N gradient coherence selection with sensitivity
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enhancement for solvent suppression (15, 26, 27, 55, 82). All NMR data processing and
analysis was carried out with the NMRPipe and NMRView/NMRViewJ software packages,
respectively (8, 38). SCIN-A and SCIN-B resonance assignments were made by correlating
intra- (i) and inter-residue (i-1) 13Cα, 13Cβ, and 13CO resonances to the corresponding
backbone 1HN-15NH resonances through scalar coupling for each non-proline amino acid
sequentially in the protein (54). Sequence dependent backbone 13CO and 13Cα random coil
chemical shift values were obtained using randomcoilshift.sh (kpwu.wordpress.com) (85).
15

N longitudinal (R1) and transverse (R2) relaxation time constants were measured by the

steady-state, inversion-recovery and Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill methods, respectively (13,
58, 79). The R1 and R2 spectra were collected as follows: SCIN-A, R1 delays, 0.03, 0.05,
0.07, 0.12, 0.15,0.23, 0.35, 0.80, 1.00, 1.20, 1.50, and 1.80 s and R2 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.13,
0.15, 0.17, 0.19, 0.21, and 0.23 s; SCIN-B, R1 delays, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.12, 0.15, 0.23, 0.29,
0.35, 0.50, 0.65, 0.80, 1.20, and 1.60 s and R2, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, 0.11, 0.13, 0.17, 0.19,
and 0.23 s. These spectra included one or more multiple R1 and R2 data sets that were used to
estimate the precision of the peak intensities. Similarly, at least five interleaved steady-state
15

N-1H-NOE experiments were collected with and without 1H saturation to allow for

estimation of experimental uncertainty. The R1 and R2 time constants were calculated as two
parameter exponential decay curves described by I(t) = I0e-t R, where I(t) is the measured peak
intensity as a function of the known relaxation delay time t, I0 is the fitted initial peak
intensity at t = 0, and R is the calculated 15N relaxation time constant (R1 or R2). All
exponential curves were calculated using the Rate Analysis feature in NMRViewJ.

Complement Assays
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Alternative Pathway C3 Convertase Inhibition Assay
Activation of C3 by the alternative pathway (AP) convertase was measured by
monitoring proteolysis of the C3 α chain by SDS-PAGE. This reflects physiological cleavage
of C3 into C3b (composed of α’ and β chains) and C3a. To begin, the initial, fluid-phase AP
convertase was formed in vitro by incubating 1 volume of an equimolar mixture of C3b and
fB (1 µM each) with 0.1 volumes of 1 µM factor D in a buffer of 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.4),
150 mM NaCl, 5mM nickel sulfate. This reaction was incubated at 20 °C for 5 min, at which
time 3 µl were withdrawn and added directly to 7 µl of native C3 (2 µM final concentration
in the same buffer). Proteolysis of C3 was then allowed to proceed for 1 h further before
quenching the reaction by adding 5 µl of reducing SDS-PAGE sample buffer and heating to
95 °C for 5 min. To assess inhibition of convertase activity by various SCIN molecules, each
protein was added to the uncleaved native C3 component in a 2-fold dilution series (9
different dilutions) near their experimentally determined KD values for C3b; in the case of the
SCIN-B(18-85)-R44A/Y51A mutant, identical concentrations to wild-type SCIN-B(18-85) were
used. Upon reaction completion, 50% of the denatured sample was separated by 10% tristricine SDS-PAGE and stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. The amount of both α and α’
chains present was quantitated by measuring band intensities using ImageJ and normalized to
the invariant β-chain (which served as an internal loading control) (75). Data were fitted to a
four-parameter (variable slope) dose-response curve.
Cross-linking Assay
All reactions were buffered in 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4) and 150 mM NaCl. 0.1 mg
ml-1 biotinylated C3b was incubated with 12.5 μM SCIN protein sample for 20 min at room
temperature. 300 μM BS3 (Bis[sulfosuccinimidyl]suberate) cross-linking reagent
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(ThermoScientific) was then added to each solution and this was followed by an additional
20 min. incubation time. Reactions were quenched with 100 mM Tris (pH 6.8) for 15 min
and the presence of pseudo-dimers was monitored by separation via SDS-PAGE and
detection via silver staining.
Phagocytosis Inhitibition Assay
S. aureus strain Mu50 cells were grown to saturation overnight in tryptic soy broth,
washed twice in Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS), and resuspended in isotonic 50 mM
borate buffer (pH 8.3). 5 OD600 of cells were labeled with 10 µg DyLight488-NHS ester
(Thermo Scientific) for 30 minutes at room temperature and washed twice with HBSS.
Citrate stabilized human serum freshly prepared from a donor was diluted to 25% (v/v) in
HBSS supplemented with 5 mM EGTA and 10 mM MgCl2. 50 mOD600 of labeled cells were
incubated with 12.5 µl diluted serum and the indicated SCIN protein for 2 min at room
temperature to allow deposition of C3b and any associated complexes. Decorated bacteria
were separated from excess serum using a 20% (w/v) sucrose/HBSS cushion. Autologous
neutrophils were simultaneously prepared by density gradient purification (Accurate
Chemicals) and 1x106 cells were added to each bacterial condition. Phagocytosis was
allowed to proceed for 30 min at 37 °C prior to addition of FACS buffer (1x HBSS, 0.5%
(w/v) BSA, 1 mM EDTA, 0.02% (w/v) NaN3, 50 ng ml-1 7-Amino-Actinomycin D).
Neutrophil phagocytosis was measured on a FACSCalibur cytometer by gating on the
neutrophil population and excluding the 7-AAD positive fraction. Data were analyzed for
percent of gated cells positive for bacterial uptake as well as mean fluorescence intensity
using FlowJo software. All human samples were obtained with informed consent and
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processed in accordance with a University of Missouri-Kansas City Adult Health Sciences
Review Board approved protocol.
C3b Deposition Assay
S. aureus strain Mu50 cells were cultured and prepared as outlined above, with the
exception that the DyLight488-NHS labeling was omitted. Human serum was prepared as
described above and incubated in the presence of a two-fold dilution series of SCIN proteins
for 5 min, followed by washing. DyLight488-conjugated F(ab’)2 anti-human C3 was used to
detect C3b deposition by flow cytometry.
Miscellaneous
Sequence alignments were performed using ClustalW and mapped onto secondary
structure elements using ESPript (24, 81). Calculations of electrostatic potentials were
carried out using DELPHI (67). All plots were generated using GraphPad Prism 5 version
5.04 for Windows, GraphPad Software, La Jolla California USA, www.graphpad.com.
Surface complementarity indices were calculated by the CCP4 program SC (53).
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CHAPTER 3
MOLECULAR BASIS FOR COMPLEMENT RECOGNITION AND INHIBITION
DETERMINED BY CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF THE
STAPHYLOCOCCAL COMPLEMENT INHIBTIOR (SCIN)
BOUND TO C3C AND C3B.
Overview
The human complement system plays an essential role in innate and adaptive
immunity by marking and eliminating microbial intruders. Activation of complement on
foreign surfaces results in proteolytic cleavage of complement component 3 (C3) into the
potent opsonin C3b, which triggers a variety of immune responses and participates in a self
amplification loop mediated by a multi-protein assembly known as the C3 convertase. The
human pathogen Staphylococcus aureus has evolved a sophisticated and potent complement
evasion strategy, which is predicated upon an arsenal of potent inhibitory proteins. One of
these, the staphylococcal complement inhibitor (SCIN-A), acts at the level of the C3
convertase (C3bBb) and impairs downstream complement function by trapping the
convertase in a stable but inactive state. SCIN-A binds C3b directly and competitively
inhibits binding of human factor H and, to a lesser degree, that of factor B to C3b (65). Here,
I present the co-crystal structures of SCIN-A bound to C3b and C3c at 7.5 and 3.5 Å limiting
resolution, respectively, and show that SCIN-A binds a critical functional area on C3b. Most
significantly, the SCIN-A binding site sterically occludes the binding sites of both factor H
and factor B. These results give insight into SCIN-A binding to activated derivatives of C3,
explain how SCIN-A can recognize C3b in the absence of other complement components,
and provide a structural basis for the competitive C3b-binding properties of SCIN.
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Structures of SCIN-A Bound to Human Complement Fragments C3b and C3c
To gain further insight into molecular mechanisms of SCIN-A activity, we pursued
crystal structures of SCIN-A bound to complement fragments C3b and C3c. Binary
complexes of SCIN-A bound to C3b and C3c were reconstituted by incubation of purified
components followed by concentration by ultrafiltration(17). The presence of each protein
component in the resulting samples was verified by both native and SDS-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis prior to crystallization of both complexes by vapor diffusion of hanging drops
(17). Three distinct SCIN-A/C3c crystal forms that diffracted X-rays to between 3.4 and 4.1
Å limiting resolution were identified, while crystals of SCIN-A/C3b provided reasonably
complete data to 7.5 Å resolution (Table 1). Initial phases were obtained by molecular
replacement, and models for each crystal form were iteratively improved and refined to the
values reported in Table 1. The SCIN-A/C3c structure is composed of a heterotetramer,
where two copies of the SCIN-A/C3c complex are aligned with, but rotated 180° about the
long axis of the complement component (Figure 4A and D). This arrangement is observed in
all three SCIN-A/C3c structures, even though the heterotetramer is divided between
neighboring asymmetric units in the second orthorhombic crystal form (Figure 5, Table 1,
and Table 2). Similarly, though the asymmetric unit of the SCIN-A/C3b structure is defined
by a single copy of each protein arranged as a heterodimer (Figure 4C-D), inspection of
nearby symmetry-related complexes likewise indicates that a similar mode of tetramerization
to that of SCIN-A/C3c is present within the SCIN-A/C3b crystal lattice (Figure 4F). In fact,
superposition of the symmetry related SCIN-A/C3b tetramer with that of SCIN-A/C3c
indicates that these two structures share a high level of identity to one another. With the
exception of the C345C domains, readily interpretable density is observed in 2Fo−Fc
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TABLE 1
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION, PHASING, AND REFINEMENT
STATISTICS FOR SCIN-A/C3B AND SCIN-A/C3C
CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
SCIN-A/C3c

SCIN-A/C3b

a

Data collection
Wavelength (Å)
Space group

1.00
P21212

1.00
P21212

1.00
P21

1.00
P41212

231.16,
231.50, 68.89

214.07, 68.43,
114.93

128.31, 128.31,
469.76

β(°)
Resolution (Å)
Unique Reflections
Completeness (%)
Rmergeb

50-3.5
44,393
93.4 (85.1)
12.1 (46.6)

50-4.1
13,684
98.4 (99.0)
18.1 (49.6)

69.11, 217.03,
115.65
89.99
50-3.4
45,397
97.5 (93.1)
16.0 (50.0)

Redundancy
I/σI

7.4 (3.7)
10.5 (2.4)

5.4 (5.1)
8.7 (4.1)

3.4 (2.8)
5.0 (2.4)

10.4 (7.8)
13.2 (3.0)

3NSA
2

3NMS
1

3OH3
2

3L5N
1

26.6/28.8
68.6

27.1/28.9
121.2

22.3/27.1
108.1

26.5/26.8
172.3

0.012

0.012

0.009

0.008

1.31

1.37

1.20

1.14

85.90
11.50
2.60

86.7
11.1
2.2

88.90
10.40
0.80

85.70
12.70
1.60

Cell dimensions
a,b,c (Å)

Refinement
Statistics
PDBID#
Complexes per
asymmetric unit
Rwork/Rfree (%)c
Mean B-factors
(Å2)
RMSD
r.m.s. deviations
bond lengths (Å)
r.m.s. deviations
bond angles (°)
Ramachandran
plot (%)
Favored
Allowed
Outlier
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50-7.5
5,337
97.2 (81.4)
11.6 (45.3)

“TABLE 1 -- Continued.”
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION, PHASING, AND REFINEMENT
STATISTICS FOR SCIN-A/C3B AND SCIN-A/C3C
CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
SCIN-A/C3c
a

SCIN-A/C3b

Numbers in parentheses are for the highest-resolution shell.

b

Rmerge = ΣhΣi|Ii(h)-<I(h)>|/ΣhΣiIi(h), where Ii(h) is the ith measurement of reflection h and
<I(h)> is a weighted mean of all measurements of h.
c

R = Σh|Fobs(h)-Fcalc(h)|/Σh|Fobs|. Rcryst and Rfree were calculated from the working and test
reflection sets, respectively. The test set constituted 5% of the total reflections not used in
refinement.
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FIGURE 4. Crystal Structures of Complement Fragments C3c and C3b bound to
SCIN-A. A, Crystal structure of SCIN-A/C3c (drawn from PDBID#: 3NSA), where two
copies of SCIN-A (blue to red rainbow from amino to carboxy terminus) and two copies of
C3c (sand) are found in the asymmetric unit. B, Electron density map of the same structure
generated by refinement of models not containing SCIN-A molecules. 2Fo−Fc density (blue
cage; 1.5 σ contour) fits two copies of C3c, while the Fo−Fc map (green cage; 2.0 σ contour)
shows clear positive density corresponding to the location of the SCIN-A polypeptide. Note
that the viewing plane of this panel is inclined slightly relative to A for clarity. C, Crystal
structure of SCIN-A/C3b, where a single copy of both SCIN-A (blue to red rainbow from
amino to carboxy terminus) and C3b (sand) are present in the asymmetric unit. D, Electron
density map of the same structure generated by refinement of the model without the SCIN-A
polypeptide. Map parameters are identical with those in D. F, Generation of the symmetry
mate (x,y,−z) from the SCIN-A/C3b crystal indicates a mode of tetramerization similar to
that seen in all SCIN-A/C3c structures.
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Figure 5. Structures of SCIN-A/C3c determined from alternative crystal forms. A,
Crystal structure of SCIN-A/C3c (monoclinic form, PDBID#: 3OH3), where two copies of
SCIN-A (blue to red rainbow from amino to carboxy terminus) and C3c (sand) are found in
the asymmetric unit. B, Electron density map of the same structure generated by refinement
of the model without the SCIN-a molecules. 2Fo − Fc density (blue cage; 1.5 σ contour) fits
two copies of C3c, while the Fo − Fc map (green cage; 2.0 σ contour) shows clear positive
density corresponding to the location of the SCIN-A polypeptides. Note that the viewing
plane of this panel is inclined slightly relative to A for clarity. C, Crystal structure of SCINA/C3c (orthorhombic form 2, PDBID#: 3NMS), where a single copy of SCIN (blue to red
rainbow from amino to carboxy terminus) and C3c (sand) is present in the asymmetric unit.
D, Electron density map of the same structure generated by refinement of the model without
the SCIN-A polypeptide. Map parameters are identical with those in B. E, Generation of the
symmetry mate (− x,− y + 1, z; drawn at the left) for orthorhombic form 2 indicates a mode of
tetramerization similar to that seen for orthorhombic form 1 (Figure 4A), and for the
monoclinic form of SCIN-A/C3c (A). F, Least-squares superposition of the refined
coordinates for orthorhombic form 1 of SCIN-A/C3c (red), the monoclinic form (silver), and
the symmetry-generated tetramer of orthorhombic form 2 (blue). Subtle differences in the
orientation of C345C domains in each structure are readily visible.
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TABLE 2
RMSD VALUES FOR SUPERPOSITION OF SCIN-A/C3C STRUCTURES
Superposition RMSD Values (Å) for SCIN-A/C3c Complexes
Based on Individual Chains (PDBID#: 3NSA)

Chain A vs Chain D
Chain B vs Chain E
Chain C vs Chain F
Chain C vs Chain F
Chain M vs Chain P

Cα Atoms
0.11
0.00
1.81
0.24
0.01

Mainchain Atoms
0.12
0.00
4.46
1.28
0.01

All Atoms
0.19
0.08
5.88
1.34
0.02

Superposition RMSD Values (Å) for SCIN-A/C3c Structures
Based on Individual Chains (Cα Atoms only)

3NSA Chain A
3NMS Chain A
3L3O Chain A

3NSA Chain A
0.00
0.22
0.06

3NMS Chain A
0.22
0.00
0.22

3L3O Chain A
0.06
0.22
0.00

3NSA Chain B
3NMS Chain B
3L3O Chain B

3NSA Chain B
0.00
0.43
0.01

3NMS Chain B
0.43
0.00
0.43

3L3O Chain B
0.01
0.43
0.00

3NSA Chain C
3NMS Chain C
3L3O Chain C

3NSA Chain C
0.00
0.40
0.21

3NMS Chain C
0.40
0.00
0.34

3L3O Chain C
0.21
0.34
0.00

3NSA Chain M
3NMS Chain M
3L3O Chain M

3NSA Chain M
0
0.08
0.01

3NMS Chain M
0.08
0
0.08

3L3O Chain M
0.01
0.08
0
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electron density maps (contoured at 1.5 σ) for all functional domains of C3c and C3b present
in the final models of all structures (Figure 4B and D).
In all SCIN-A/C3c structures, the model versus map correlation is somewhat weaker
for both copies of the C345C domain; however, these areas are clearest for orthorhombic
form 1, and thus, this crystal is discussed in the remainder of the text unless otherwise
indicated. In the case of SCIN-A/C3b, little contiguous density is observed in this region;
therefore, in the final model, this domain has zero occupancy (residues 1497–1641).
Conformational flexibility of C345C has been reported previously, as this domain adopts
alternative conformations relative to the remainder of the molecule in various crystal
structures of C3 and its activation and degradation fragments (Figure 5F) (70). This is
perhaps not surprising since this domain projects away from the “key-ring”-like core of C3c,
and it does not make stable contacts with SCIN-A in either of the structures reported here or
in that of the SCIN-A-inhibited C3 convertase (PDBID#: 2WIN) (70). Most significantly,
however, SCIN-A occupies the same binding site and orientation relative to its complement
target in both structures, and calculation of Fo−Fc difference maps where the SCIN-A chains
were omitted from either model reveals contiguous regions of positive density (contoured at
2.0 σ) that correspond to the location of the SCIN-A polypeptide in each complex (Figure
4B and D). Together, this strongly suggests that the SCIN-A/C3c and SCIN-A/C3b
structures are directly comparable to one another.
A series of crystallographic studies have demonstrated that significant structural
changes accompany activation of native C3 into C3b (25, 35, 37) and interactions of C3b
with certain ligands, in particular the distinct staphylococcal complement inhibitor proteins
Efb (30) and Ehp (28) have been shown to induce additional conformational changes in the
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complement component. We therefore used superimpositionanalysis to examine whether
additional conformational changes accompany SCIN-A binding in the structures described
above. Quantitative comparisons of each SCIN-A-bound C3 fragment with the structure of
its unbound counterpart (34, 35) reveal no obvious changes to the complement components
upon SCIN-A binding, however; without including the poorly ordered C345C domains in the
calculations, the main-chain atoms' root-mean square deviations (RMSDs) in the SCIN-Abound to unbound structures are 1.80 and 2.60 Å for the C3c (35) and C3b (34) complexes,
respectively. Separately, a recent crystal structure of a SCIN-A-inhibited form of the
alternative pathway convertase (SCIN-A/C3bBb) has also been reported (70). Although
SCIN-A is indeed bound to C3b in this structure, the additional presence of the large Bb
fragment (∼57 kDa) raised the possibility that structural rearrangements of the SCIN-A/C3b
interaction may be necessary to form the resulting ternary complex. Because of this
possibility, no direct conclusions regarding the nature of SCIN-A/C3b binding from this
previous work could be drawn. We again used superimposition analysis to address these
questions (Figure 6). By and large, all three SCIN-A-bound structures superimpose well with
one another; the main-chain atoms' RMSD in the SCIN-A/C3c and SCIN-A/C3b binary
complexes when compared to those of SCIN-A/C3bBb are 0.65 and 0.80 Å, respectively.
Differences are visible between the structures in terms of the relative orientations of the
C345C domain (which was not modeled in the SCIN-A/C3b structure), although this could
be due to packing effects in the SCIN-A/C3c crystal lattices. Still, it is worth noting that this
domain appears to serve as a swinging platform, which binds and orients Bb in a manner so
that its proteolytic active site extends away from the remainder of the C3b molecule (70).
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Figure 6. SCIN-bound complement fragments are structurally similar in the absence of
the Bb fragment. Refined coordinates of the SCIN-A/C3c and SCIN-A/C3b structures were
superimposed with those of the SCIN-A-inhibited convertase (SCIN-A/C3bBb) (PDBID#:
2WIN) by least-squares methods. A, Cartoon representations depicting SCIN-A/C3c, SCINA/C3b, and SCIN-A/C3bBb pseudo-dimers are shown. The C345C domain in the SCIN/C3b
depiction is not colored to reflect its occupancy of zero in this structure. B, Ribbon diagram
showing overlays of SCIN-A/C3c (silver; drawn from PDBID#: 3NSA), SCIN-A/C3b (blue),
and the SCIN-A-inhibited convertase (red). SCIN-A molecules are colored in green for all
three structures. The C345C domain has been omitted as this region is not visible in the
SCIN-A/C3b structure, while Bb has been removed from the convertase structure for clarity.
C, RMSD values for main-chain atoms relative to SCIN-A/C3bBb (2WIN). Due to the
poorly ordered nature of the various C345C domains, residues corresponding to this region
were removed from all structures prior to calculation of RMSD values.
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Because the location of the SCIN-A protein is similar in both the binary and ternary
complexes, it seems that SCIN-A binding is accommodated, even in an assembled and active
convertase, through minor reorientation of this C345C domain; indeed, real-time
measurements using surface plasmon resonance (SPR) have shown that SCIN-A binds
readily to C3bBb (65). When these data are considered along with functional analyses the
structures presented here provide firm evidence that SCIN-A is capable of binding C3c and
C3b in the absence of any additional complement proteins or cofactors.
Nature of SCIN-A Binding to Activated Forms of C3
The structures reported here and elsewhere reveal that each molecule of SCIN-A
contacts both copies of the complement protein found in the rotationally symmetric tetramers
presented in Figure 4. An examination of available data strongly suggests that each of these
SCIN-A binding sites on C3b is relevant: both isothermal titration calorimetry and SPR
analyses have shown that the SCIN-A/C3binteraction is most accurately described by a two
site binding model (65), and small-angle X-ray scattering studies on the SCINA/C3bcomplex similarly indicate a mixture between 1:1 and 2:2 species in solution (65). To
better understand the physical basis for each SCIN-A binding site, we used the Protein
Interfaces, Surfaces, and Assemblies (PISA) (47) server to analyze the intermolecular
contacts found in the SCIN-A/C3cand SCIN-A/C3b structures.
The first SCIN-A “footprint” on the C3b surface masks approximately 900 Å2, where
700 and 200 Å2 are derived from the α and β chains of the complement component,
respectively (Figure 7A and Figure 8A). Closer inspection of this interface (as judged by
the SCIN-A/C3c structures that provide higher resolution) indicates that it arises from
contacts made almost entirely by the second α- helix of SCIN-A. While 22 SCIN-A residues
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Figure 7. Molecular nature of SCIN binding sites to C3c and C3b. The EBI PISA server
was used to identify and analyze intermolecular contacts within the SCIN-A/C3b and SCINA/C3c structures. A, In the top panel, residues from the complement components are
classified as belonging to either the first (green) or the second (purple) SCIN-A binding site
described in the text; the residues shown here are greater than 5% buried in the structure of
SCIN-A/C3b relative to unbound C3b. Numbering is based upon the sequence of human prepro-C3, and those that are buried in the structure of native C3 are shaded gray. Two rotated
views of the SCIN-A protein are provided in the bottom panel. The side chains from residues
comprising the first site (green) and the second site (purple) are represented in ball-and-stick
convention. B, Location of residues comprising the first (green) and second (purple) SCIN-A
binding sites in native C3. C, Magnified view of the boxed region from B. D, Location of
residues comprising the first (green) and second (purple) SCIN binding sites within a C3b
dimer generated by crystal symmetry. E, Magnified view of the boxed region from D.
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Figure 8. Intermolecular polar interactions found at the SCIN-A/C3c interfaces. The
refined coordinates for the SCIN-A/C3c structure (drawn from PDBID#: 3OH3) were
analyzed using the protein interfaces, surfaces, and assemblies (PISA) server to identify
likely hydrogen bonds and salt bridges within each SCIN “footprint”. Polar interactions
atoms derived from side chains are shown as dashed red lines, while interactions involving
main-chain atoms are drawn as dashed orange lines. A, Magnified view of the first SCIN-A
binding site on C3c. SCIN-A is shown as a blue cartoon, with its interacting residues in green
according to ball-and-stick convention. C3c (sand) is also shown as a cartoon; however, its
interacting residues are colored in cyan. B, Magnified view of the second SCIN-A binding
site on C3c. The color scheme is identical with B, except that interacting SCIN-A residues
are shown in purple. Note that the SCIN-A/C3c structure was analyzed instead of SCINA/C3b because it was determined and refined at significantly higher resolution.
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participate in complex formation in this manner, 11 of these form interactions that are polar
in nature (e.g., hydrogen bonds and/or salt bridges). Conversely, the second SCIN-A
“footprint” arises through interaction of the first and third α-helices of SCIN-A with the
symmetry related complement protein (Figure 7A and Figure 8B). Interface analysis reveals
that this additional site buries approximately 750 Å2 and that all 20 residues that comprise it
are located on C3b α- chain. While the 25 total SCIN-A residues that form this interaction are
derived from both the first and third helices of the bacterial protein, the physical nature of the
contacts formed is very much similar to that of the first site described above (Figure 8B). In
particular, the eight polar interactions found here are similarly distributed between both side
chain-to-side chain and side chain-to-main chain contacts. In general, the proportion of polar
contacts found in the SCIN-A interfaces are somewhat higher than that of the related
staphylococcal complement inhibitor protein, Efb, which binds to the C3d/TED domain of
C3/C3b via 23 total residues that form a total of eight polar interactions (30). Such a
difference may partly explain the lower apparent affinity of SCIN-A for its C3b target
relative to Efb (Kd≈180 nM19 versus 10 nM in near physiological buffers, as judged by
SPR).
Considerations of SCIN-A binding aside, activation of native C3 to C3b is
accompanied by significant conformational changes that alter the large set of interactions that
give rise to the nearly 5000-Å2 interface between the α and β chains of C3 (34). One
consequence of such changes is that many residues previously buried in the C3 α/β interface
become solvent accessible in C3b. This raised questions as to the nature of the SCIN-A
binding sites in native C3 relative to its activated counterpart, C3b. Significantly, whereas 15
of the 23 C3b-derived residues that constitute the first SCIN-A/C3binteraction described
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above are buried in the large α/β interface of native C3, all of the C3b residues that comprise
the second SCIN-A binding site are solvent exposed in the structure of the native
complement protein (Figure 7).
At first glance, this appears to suggest that the second site is actually the primary site
of SCIN-A/C3b interaction. However, three independent lines of evidence reveal that this is
not the case. First, unlike the related staphylococcal complement inhibitors Efb, Ehp, and
Sbi, (22, 49) SCIN-A itself cannot bind to native C3 (65, 71). The fact that the second
binding pocket is exposed in native C3 but that the first is assembled only upon activation to
C3b strongly suggests that this neoantigen is required for initial SCIN-A/C3b binding.
Second, a previous study using chimeric proteins of SCIN-A and its non-functional homolog,
ORF-D, has shown that residues 31–48 of SCIN-A are critical for complement inhibition
(68). The structures presented here demonstrate that this region of SCIN-A, in particular the
side chain of R42, forms several contacts with the first binding pocket on C3b (Figure 8).
Finally, recent data strongly suggest that SCIN-A blocks C3 cleavage (but not substrate
binding) by surface-bound C3 convertases in their monomeric form (65). Because
complement inhibition requires the SCIN-A region that binds to the first site on C3b, it
follows that this interaction is responsible for the convertase inhibitory activity of SCIN-A.
The observations above suggest that the secondary SCIN-A binding site on C3b is
involved in tetramerization of this complex rather than convertase inhibition per se.
However, aside from its potent anti-complement properties, SCIN-A has also been shown to
function as an effective inhibitor of phagocytosis (40, 68, 71). A mechanism for this activity
has recently been proposed, which requires the formation of inhibited convertase pseudodimers (SCIN-A /C3bBb)2 to block C3b binding by the complement receptors, CR1 and
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CRIg (41) . Although no crystal structure is currently available for C3b/CR1, examination of
the C3b/CRIg complex (83) reveals that the quaternary structure of C3b dimers apparently
masks the CRIg binding site (41). In this manner, C3b binding by complement receptors is
disrupted, and phagocytosis of C3b-opsonized bacteria becomes less efficient. While this
clearly suggests that the second C3b binding site of SCIN-A plays an important role in
blocking phagocytosis of C3b-opsonized bacteria, it is worth noting that these (SCINA/C3b)2 tetramers form in the absence of contributions by fB (Figure 4 and Figure 5) (65).
Although this hypothesis may form the basis for future work, whether or not these (SCINA/C3b)2 structures alone are sufficient to inhibit phagocytosis has not been established at this
time.
Structural Basis for SCIN-A Effects on C3b Binding
by factor H and factor B
Precise regulation of complement activation is critical to maintaining the delicate
balance between the ability to opsonize foreign cells without directing complement attack
against healthy host cells and tissues. fH acts as an important host regulator of complement
activity by both accelerating the decay of convertases and promoting the fI-mediated
degradation of C3b to iC3b.The fact that SCIN-A binds to the C3b substituent of the C3
convertase and renders this otherwise labile multi-component assembly insensitive to both
the decay acceleration by fH and impairs its cofactor activity in the degradation of C3b (65)
suggested that the SCIN-A binding site might overlap, at least partly, with a region that is
crucial for fH function. Indeed, SPR studies revealed that SCIN-A can efficiently compete
with fH for binding to C3b (65). To examine the physical basis for the competition between
fH and SCIN-A for C3b binding, we superimposed the SCIN-A/C3b structure with that of
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Figure 9. SCIN masks the C3b binding site for fH. Refined coordinates for the C3b-fH(1–
4) (PDBID#: 2WII) and the SCIN-A/C3b structure were superimposed by least-squares
methods. A, Representation of the C3b-fH(1–4) structure, with C3b drawn as a molecular
surface and fH(1–4) drawn as a red ribbon. The N-terminus of fH(1–4) lies toward the top of
this panel as drawn. B, Representation of the SCIN-A/C3b structure, with C3b drawn as a
molecular surface and SCIN-A drawn as a blue ribbon. C, Superposition of the Cα positions
from the C3b component of A (red) and B (blue) demonstrates a high degree of structural
identity. Note that the C345C domain has been omitted as this region is not readily
interpretable in the SCIN-A/C3b structure. D, Magnified view of a merged superposition
from A and B illustrates the steric clash between SCIN-A and the first two domains of fH.
The molecular surface shown here is drawn from the C3b-fH(1–4) structure.
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C3b bound to an active fragment of fH [fH(1–4)] (Figure 9). Aside from the C345C domains
(which were omitted from superposition due to poor map/ model quality in this area), the
remainder of the molecule (including the flexible CUB and TED domains) adopts a nearly
identical conformation in each structure (Figure 9A-C). Interestingly, inspection of the
superposed C3b-bound structures of SCIN-A and fH(1–4) reveals a clear steric clash between
these two proteins (Figure 9D). In particular, binding of the second α-helix of SCIN-A
prevents the extensive contacts made by the first domain of fH(1–4) with the MG7 domain of
C3b and, to a lesser extent, those made between the second domain of fH(1–4) and the MG6β
domain of C3b. Even though SCIN-A is not in position to impede the interactions between
the third and fourth domains of fH(1–4) and C3b, the apparently large discrepancy in KD in
near physiological buffers [180 nM for SCIN-A/C3b19 versus 11 μM for C3b-fH(1–4)] (86)
between these two ligands strongly suggests that SCIN-A would bind preferentially over fH
in situ. Thus, it appears that inhibition of fH activity could block both generation of
additional C3b by preventing reassembly of functional convertases on that particular C3b
molecule and prevent any entrapped C3b from participating in downstream inflammatory
events (65). Though the major effect of SCIN-A may be attributed to the non-functional
trapping of assembled convertases, recent data have also shown that this protein also impedes
the rate of C3 convertase formation on surfaces (65). This feature most likely arises from the
direct competition for C3b binding between SCIN-A and fB, which binds to C3b and is
converted to C3bBb through the action of factor D (65). In the absence of the stabilizing
properties of SCIN-A, (65, 69, 70) the C3bB pro-convertase is a kinetically labile complex
that dissociates rather rapidly, which has long precluded high resolution structural studies of
this interaction. Cobra venom factor (CVF) is a strong complement activator found in certain
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Figure 10. SCIN partially occludes the C3b binding site for fB. Refined coordinates for
the CVF-fB (PDBID#: 3HRZ)38 and the SCIN-A/C3c structure (drawn from PDBID#:
3NMS) were superimposed by least-squares methods. A, Representation of the CVF-fB
structure, with CVF drawn as a molecular surface and fB drawn as ribbon. Domains that
comprise the Ba (green) and Bb segments (cyan and purple) are colored separately. B,
Representation of the SCIN-A/C3c structure, with C3c drawn as a molecular surface and
SCIN drawn as a blue ribbon. C, Superposition of the Cα positions from the C3c-like
component of A (green) and B (blue) demonstrates a high degree of structural identity. Note
that C3c lacks the CUB domain found in CVF. D, Magnified view of a merged superposition
from A and B illustrates the steric clash between SCIN-A and the Ba region of fB. The Bb
domains have been removed from this panel for clarity. The molecular surface shown here is
drawn from the CVF-fB structure.
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cobra species and a structural homolog of C3c that forms highly stable complexes with fB,
which are more amenable to structural analysis (36).
To examine the physical basis for competition between SCIN-A and fB, we
superimposed the CVF-fB structure with that of SCIN-A/C3c (Figure 10A-C). This shows
that while much of the fB interface is not perturbed, the loop that connects the first and
second α-helices of SCIN-A would again create a steric clash with fB (Figure 4D). In
particular, the Ba segment of fB appears to be affected to the greatest extent by SCIN-A
binding. This is significant because it is the Ba segment that is responsible for the initial fast
and metal-independent loading interaction of fB onto C3b (70).Thus, it seems that by steric
impedance of the Ba segment, SCIN-A can slow the rate of fB loading onto the C3b, which,
in turn, lowers the rate of C3 convertase formation.
Conclusions
SCIN-A binds directly to C3b and blocks the activity of surface-assembled
convertases. Its mechanism of action seems to present a fascinating paradox. Indeed, kinetic
stabilization of the ordinarily labile C3 convertase assembly (65, 71) would not at first appear
to be advantageous to the pathogen. This strategy actually makes a great deal of sense,
however: an assembled but non-functional convertase cannot effectively activate C3 into
C3b, which both abrogates the self-amplifying nature of the complement response (31, 65)
and prevents efficient generation of downstream pro-inflammatory mediators (i.e., C3a and
C5a) (65). Furthermore, by competing with fH and inhibiting its decay acceleration activity
(65), SCIN-A ensures that the assembled convertases stay locked in their non-functional
state. Though many potent regulators of complement activity are known, none of them
appear to involve a mechanism that is conceptually similar to SCIN-A. This further
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emphasizes the value of elucidating its functional properties, as well as understanding the
precise nature of how SCIN-A recognizes various complement components at a structural
level.
By targeting the activity of complement convertases and phagocytosis
simultaneously, SCIN-A blocks not only complement amplification and inflammation but
also clearance of opsonized bacterial cells. The structures presented here reveal that these
distinct activities localize to separate regions of SCIN-A, yet together occupy nearly 1/3 of
available surface area of this bacterial protein. The fact that such potent but uniquely
valuable activities coexist in a protein of this size further highlights the exquisitely tuned
nature of the S. aureus immune evasion arsenal.
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CHAPTER 4
DIVERSITY IN THE C3B CONTACT RESIDUES AND TERTIARY
STRUCTURES OF THE STAPHYLOCOCCAL
COMPLEMENT INHIBITOR (SCIN)
PROTEIN FAMILY
Overview
To survive in immune-competent hosts, the pathogen Staphylococcus aureus
expresses and secretes a sophisticated array of proteins that inhibit the complement system.
Among these are the staphylococcal complement inhibitors (SCIN), which are composed of
three active proteins (SCIN-A, -B, and -C) and one purportedly inactive member (SCIN-D or
ORF-D). Because previous work has focused almost exclusively on SCIN-A, we sought to
provide initial structure/function information on additional SCIN proteins. To this end we
determined crystal structures of an active, N-terminal truncation mutant of SCIN-B (denoted
SCIN-B18–85) both free and bound to the C3c fragment of complement component C3 at 1.5
and 3.4A˚ resolution, respectively. Comparison of the C3c/SCIN-B18–85 structure with that of
C3c/SCIN-A revealed that both proteins target the same functional hotspot on the C3b/C3c
surface yet harbor diversity in both the type of residues and interactions formed at their
C3b/C3c interfaces. Most importantly, these structures allowed identification of Arg44 and
Tyr51 as residues key for SCIN-B binding to C3b and subsequent inhibition of the AP C3
convertase. In addition, we also solved several crystal structures of SCIN-D to 1.3A˚ limiting
resolution. This revealed an unexpected structural deviation in the N-terminal helix relative
to SCIN-A and SCIN-B. Comparative analysis of both electrostatic potentials and surface
complementarity suggest a physical explanation for the inability of SCIN-D to bind C3b/C3c.
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Together, these studies provide a more thorough understanding of immune evasion by S.
aureus and enhance potential use of SCIN proteins as templates for design of complement
targeted therapeutics.
Crystal Structures of a Protease-resistant Fragment of SCIN-B (SCIN-B18-85),
Both Free and Bound to Human C3c
Two SCIN-A binding sites are found in all crystal structures containing SCIN-A
bound to either C3b or C3c, and the residues involved in these sites were mapped onto a
sequence alignment of SCIN-A and SCIN-B (Figure 11A). Although the second binding site
appears to promote formation of inhibited AP convertase (SCIN-A/C3bBb)2 pseudo-dimers
and subsequent disruption of phagocytosis via certain classes of cell surface-exposed
complement receptors (41), it has been shown that SCIN-A residues that comprise the first
binding site are required for complement inhibition by SCIN-A (40, 70). The first binding
site consists of 13 residues almost exclusively derived from the second helix in SCIN-A;
however, when compared with the homologous positions of SCIN-B, 6 of these 13 residues
are non conservative substitutions (e.g. SCIN-A Tyr51 → SCIN-B-Ala53 and SCIN-A-Gln49
→ SCIN-B-Tyr51; Figure 11A). This is intriguing because many of the amino acids in these
positions make extensive side chain-mediated contacts with C3b/C3c (16, 70), and SCIN-B
has been reported to have complement inhibition properties similar to those of SCIN-A (40,
68).
We initiated crystallographic studies on a protease-resistant fragment of SCIN-B
(Figure 11B) that lacked the first 17 residues of the predicted mature SCIN-B polypeptide
(SCIN-B18–85), both free and bound to a terminal fragment of C3 activation, C3c. This
approach afforded several technical advantages, including the following. (i) This truncated
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Figure 11. SCIN sequence alignment. A, Sequence alignment was performed using
ClustalW and mapped onto the secondary structure of SCIN-A and SCIN-D by ESPript
(http://espript.ibcp.fr/ESPript/ESPript/). Secondary structure elements for SCIN-A were
derived from the C3c/SCIN-A crystal structure (PDBID#: 3OHX, chain M), while those for
SCIN-D were derived from its full-length crystal structure (PDBID#: 3T46). Residues that
comprise the first (green stars) and second (blue arrowheads) C3c contact sites for SCIN-A
are denoted, as are the C3c contact residues for SCIN-B(18-85) (red stars). For reference, the
beginning of the SCIN-B(18-85) protein is denoted with an orange arrow. B, Identification of a
protease-resistant fragment of SCIN-B by limited subtilisin digestion. A sample purified
recombinant SCIN-B (1 μg μl-1) was incubated with decreasing concentrations of subtilisin
for 1 hr at 20 °C. The degradation products were separated by SDS-PAGE and visualized by
staining with Coomassie brilliant blue.
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form of SCIN-B removed an apparently flexible N-terminal region of the molecule while
leaving the putative first binding site intact. ii) Crystal structures containing C3c have
historically provided higher resolution data when compared with their C3b counterparts (16,
34, 35, 37, 83), presumably due to the removal of the conformationally flexible CUB and
TED domains. (iii) Previous crystallographic studies of SCIN-A bound to both C3c or C3b
revealed that the C3c complex is structurally equivalent to that of C3b (Figure 4). In
adopting this strategy, we succeeded in crystallizing and solving the structures of the apo
form of SCINB18–85 and its C3c-bound complex to 1.5 and 3.4 Å limiting resolution,
respectively (Figure 12 and Table 3).
Nearly the entire SCIN-B18–85 protein adopts an anti parallel, trihelical bundle fold
(Figure 12A). This fold appears to be characteristic of the SCIN family, as it has also been
observed for the core portion of SCIN-A (PDBID#: 2QFF; Figure 12B). In the cocrystal
structure, SCIN-B18–85 is positioned near the macroglobulin 7 (MG7) domain of C3c, where it
makes extensive intermolecular interactions (Figure 12C). In total, SCIN-B18–85 buries 795
Å2 of surface area (as judged by the EBI PISA server interface analysis tool (47)) that is
spread across both the first α’ chain fragment (598 Å2) and, to a lesser extent, the β chain of
C3c (197 Å2). Further comparison of this C3c/SCIN-B18–85 structure with a representative
C3c/SCIN-A structure (PDBID#: 3OHX) reveals that SCIN-B18–85 binds C3c in the same
position as the primary C3c/SCIN-A binding site (Figure 12D). Specifically, the root mean
square deviation of superposition across all C3c Cα atoms is 1.19 Å (β-chain), 0.83 Å (α’
fragment 1-chain), and 2.20 Å (α’ fragment 2-chain), with the greatest differences found
between the relative positioning of the individual C345C domains. This is not unexpected,
however, as conformational flexibility of the C345C domain with respect to the so-called
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Figure 12. Crystal Structures of SCIN-B18–85 and C3c/SCIN-B18–85 at 1.5 and
3.4Åresolution. A, shown is the 1.5Å crystal structure of SCIN-B18–85 (PDBID#: 3T49; Nterminus in blue, C terminus in red). B, shown is Cα superposition of the SCIN-B18–85
structure in panel A (cyan) with that of unbound SCIN-A (PDBID#: 2QFF; blue). C, shown
is the 3.4 Å crystal structure of human complement fragment C3c bound to SCIN-B18–85
(PDBID#: 3T4A; C3c in light blue, SCIN-B18–85 in rainbow. D, shown are the Cα
superposition of C3c/SCIN-B18–85 (C3c in light blue ribbon, SCIN-B18–85 cyan schematic)
and the first binding site of C3c/SCIN-A (PDBID#: 3OHX; C3c in dark gray ribbon, SCIN-A
in blue schematic).
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TABLE 3
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION, PHASING, AND REFINEMENT
STATISTICS FOR SCIN-B18-85/C3C AND SCIN-B18-85
CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
Data collectiona
Wavelength (Å)
Space group
Cell dimensions
a,b,c (Å)
β(°)
Resolution (Å)
Unique Reflections
Completeness (%)
Rmergeb
Redundancy
I/σI
Refinement
Statistics
PDBID#
Complexes per
asymmetric unit
Rwork/Rfree (%)c
Mean B-factors (Å2)
RMSD
r.m.s. deviations
bond lengths (Å)
r.m.s. deviations
bond angles (°)
Ramachandran plot
(%)
Favored
Allowed
Outlier

SCIN-B18-85

SCIN-B18-85/C3c

1.00
P21

1.00
P212121

44.67, 66.96,
60.41
95.22
50-1.5
62,067
98.6 (90.3)
5.8 (38.0)

103.30, 165.44,
203.13

7.0 (4.8)
30.3 (3.2)

12.6 (11.4)
14.3 (3.9)

3T49
4

3T4A
2

14.1/16.6
19.55

22.9/27.0
67.19

0.014

0.011

1.53

1.40

100.0
0.0
0.0

86.4
10.3
3.3
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50-3.4
46,906
97.7 (93.7)
16.1 (57.0)

“TABLE 3 -- Continued.”
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION, PHASING, AND REFINEMENT
STATISTICS FOR SCIN-B18-85/C3C AND SCIN-B18-85
CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
SCIN-B18-85
a

SCIN-B18-85/C3c

Numbers in parentheses are for the highest-resolution shell.

b

Rmerge = ΣhΣi|Ii(h)-<I(h)>|/ΣhΣiIi(h), where Ii(h) is the ith measurement of reflection h and
<I(h)> is a weighted mean of all measurements of h.
c

R = Σh|Fobs(h)-Fcalc(h)|/Σh|Fobs|. Rcryst and Rfree were calculated from the working and test
reflection sets, respectively. The test set constituted 5% of the total reflections not used in
refinement.
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Figure 13. Representative model/map correlation in the refined C3c/SCIN-B(18-85)
structure. Two copies of the C3c/SCIN(18-85) complex comprise the asymmetric unit of this
primitive orthorhombic crystal system (Table 3). Refined electron density (2Fo-Fc contoured
1.5σ) is shown as a blue cage, while the protein model is drawn as either purple (C3c
polypeptides) or green (SCIN-B(18-85)) ribbon. A, C3c β-chain (domains MG1-MG6β). B, C3c
α’-chain fragment 1 (domain MG7). C, C3c α’-chain fragment 2 (domains MG8, anchor, and
C345C). D, SCIN-B(18-85).
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key-ring like core (i.e. domains MG1–8) has been reported previously for crystal structures
containing either C3b or C3c (16, 70).
Two copies of the C3c/SCIN-B18–85 complex are present in the crystallographic
asymmetric unit, and clear electron density is observed for all chains (Figure 13).
Interestingly, a second SCIN-B18–85 binding site is not present in the C3c/SCIN-B18–85
asymmetric unit, nor is one generated upon examining any of the formal crystallographic
symmetry-related symmetry copies of C3c. Although this does not preclude the possibility
that SCIN-B18–85 may form a second site interaction (as has been observed and analyzed for
SCIN-A (16, 41, 65, 70)), to our knowledge this is the first SCIN-containing co-crystal
structure that lacks any pseudo-dimeric (SCIN/C3c)2 or (SCIN/C3b)2 units.
Molecular Basis for the SCIN-B18-85/C3c Interaction
To better describe the interactions required for active SCIN proteins to bind C3b and
block complement function at the level of the AP C3 convertase, we used the EBI PISA
server (47) and the CCP4 program CONTACT (84) to analyze the SCINB18–85/C3c interface
(Figure 14A). In total, SCIN-B18–85 donates 20-residue contacts to C3c; this value compares
favorably to the 22 contacts that comprise the equivalent site in C3c/SCIN-A (16). As might
be expected given their levels of sequence identity, SCIN-A and SCIN-B share some
similarity in their contacts with C3c. In particular, Arg42 from SCIN-A and the analogous
residue, Arg44 of SCIN-B18–85, form nearly identical interactions with Pro555, Val740, Ser741,
and Asp775 of C3c (Figure 14B). In the C3c/SCIN-A crystal structure (Figure 4), Gln49 of
SCIN-A makes diverse contacts with residues Phe898, Asn738, Ile733, Ile734, and Ala735,
including several side chain-mediated hydrogen bonds. Interestingly, this position in SCIN-
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Figure 14. Molecular nature of the SCIN-B18–85/C3c interface. A, shown is a depiction of
the SCIN-B18–85/C3c interface. Contact residues are drawn as stick models (PDBID#: 3T4A;
C3c residues in cyan; SCIN-B18–85 residues in orange). B, shown is a magnified view of the
area within the yellow dashed lines in panel A, which highlights key interactions between
residues of C3c α’ chain fragment 1 and residues on the second helix of SCIN-B18–85. C,
shown is a magnified view of the area within the green dashed lines in panel A, which
highlights key interactions between the C3c β-chain and residues on the third helix of SCINB18–85. Side-chain to side-chain and side-chain to main-chain hydrogen bonds are drawn as
red dashed lines, whereas sulfur-mediated hydrogen bonds of SCIN-B18–85-Met48 are drawn
as green dashed lines.
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B18–85 is nonconservatively substituted to tyrosine (Tyr51), and Phe898 of C3c must adopt an
alternate rotamer to form the hydrophobic interactions between these residues in the SCINB18–85/C3c complex (Figure 14B). Yet as is the case for Gln49 of SCIN-A, this tyrosine
residue buries significant surface area (100 Å2) and appears to mediate critical interactions
with C3c (similarly to Arg44 above).
One peculiar feature of the SCIN-B18–85 binding site for C3c is two sequential
methionine residues that are absent from SCIN-A. One of these, Met47 of SCIN-B18–85, forms
hydrophobic interactions with C3c Asn738 . These contacts appear similar to those formed by
Ile46 of SCIN-A, which occupies the analogous position according to sequence alignment. On
the other hand, Met48 of SCIN-B18–85 forms sulfur-mediated hydrogen bonds with Ser900 of
C3c (Figure 14B). Although this sort of interaction appears relatively rare, other structural
studies have also reported methionine-mediated hydrogen bonding in protein-protein
interactions (88).
A final noteworthy aspect of the SCIN-B18–85/C3c structure is found in the vicinity of
the SCIN-B18–85 C terminus, where several residues, including the C-terminal residue, Arg85,
form interactions with C3c (Figure 14C). This feature is unique to SCIN-B18–85, as none of
the C-terminal residues in SCIN-A appears to contribute significantly to C3c binding.
Interestingly, superposition of the unbound structure with that of C3c bound SCIN-B18–85
reveals both the formation of an intramolecular hydrogen bond between Tyr41 and Glu78 and
a significant movement of Arg85 in the bound protein. Aside from these and the clear rotamer
differences between Tyr51 described above, relatively few changes are seen between the
bound and unbound state of the SCIN-B18–85 protein (Cα root mean square deviation of 0.55
Å). This suggests that the C3b binding site in SCIN-B is preformed in much the same way as
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has been previously described for the S. aureus complement inhibitors Efb-C (30) and Ehp
(28).

Arg44 and Tyr51 Contribute Significantly to C3b Binding and
Convertase Inhibition by SCIN-B18-85
We adopted two parallel experimental approaches to quantitatively assess SCIN-B
binding to its physiologically relevant C3 target, C3b (Figure 15 and Table 4). The first of
these was based upon a competition AlphaScreen strategy (3), whereas the second measured
binding to a site-specific-oriented C3b biosensor via SPR (6, 65). Apparent KD values of 73.5
and 308 nM were calculated from competition AlphaScreen binding curves for full-length
SCIN-A and SCIN-B, respectively (Figure 15A and Table 4). These values are comparable
to those previously reported for SCIN-A (170–265 nM), as judged by both SPR and
isothermal titration calorimetry (65). Furthermore, although SCIN-B18–85 has a roughly 100fold reduced affinity for C3b in all assay formats (apparent KD of 16.9 µM; Figure 15 and
Table 4), it nevertheless exhibits clearly saturable binding. This result suggests that residues
1–17 of SCIN-B must also contribute in some manner to its interaction with C3b. To test
whether this feature was unique to SCIN-B, an N-terminal truncation mutant of SCIN-A (i.e.
SCIN-A11–85) was also expressed and characterized. Indeed, SCIN-A11–85 also showed
reduced affinity for C3b in the AlphaScreen (apparent KD of 11.0 µM) and decreased binding
in SPR studies when compared with its full-length counterpart (Figure 15 and Table 4).
Thus, the N-terminal regions of active SCIN proteins contribute to high affinity C3b binding
even though they are not absolutely required for binding to occur.
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Figure 15. Arg44 and Tyr51 contribute significantly to SCIN-B18–85 binding to C3b. The
ability of SCIN proteins to bind to C3b was assessed through two different assay formats. A,
shown are results of an AlphaScreen bead-based binding assay, where competition for
binding between various proteins and full-length SCIN-A was measured. SCIN-A (blue) and
SCIN-B (dark green) show comparable affinity for C3b. Both SCIN-A11–85 (blue dashed
lines) and SCIN-B18–85 (green dashed lines) retain binding activity but display reduced
affinity for C3b when compared with their full-length counterparts. Substitution of Cterminal contact residues (Q78A/I82A/R85A; pale green) yields an affinity comparable with
wild-type SCIN-B18–85. Mutants where single mutations of Arg44 and Tyr51 to alanines were
made (salmon and lavender, respectively) and showed reduced affinity compared with SCINB18–85, whereas a double mutant (R44A/Y51A; red) fails to compete at any concentration.
Data presented are representative experiments, and each experiment was repeated in
duplicate or triplicate. B, shown is an SPR ranking study for various SCIN protein
interactions with site-specific immobilized C3b. The SPR signals were divided by molecular
weight of each protein and adjusted to 100% for wild-type SCIN-B (corresponding to 180
resonance units). These data from a well established assay format largely mirror those
obtained from the high throughput AlphaScreen approach described in panel A. Legends for
both panels are inset.
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TABLE 4
SOLUTION C3B BINDING CONSTANTS FOR VARIOUS SCIN PROTEINS
Competitor

KDa

R2

95% Confidence
Interval (IC50)

Points
analyzed

Outliers

S/Nb

SCIN-A

144.9 nM 0.9851

127.2 to 165.0 nM

24

0

75

SCIN-B

232.1 nM 0.9861

193.5 to 274.4 nM

24

0

101

SCIN-B(18-85)

18.6 μM

0.9429

14.2 to 24.4 μM

23

1

134

SCIN-A(11-85)

18.6 μM

0.8869

15.1 to 22.9 μM

24

0

16

SCIN-B(1885)
Q78A.I82A.R85A

5.8 μM

0.9803

5.0 to 6.9 μM

23

0

117

SCIN-B(1885)
R44A.Y51A

NA

NA

NA

10

0

91

SCIN-D

NA

NA

NA

8

0

24

Factor H

24.3 nM

0.9636

17.5 to 33.7 nM

23

1

8

a

Parameters for data analysis and curve fitting are found in Chapter 2 “Materials and
Methodology”
b
S/N denotes the ratio of experimental luminescence signal to noise. Background noise levels
were obtained by measuring the signal of a mock assay where myc-SCIN-A was omitted.
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Figure 16. SCIN-B competes with fH for binding to C3b. A and B, The C3b/C3c surface
recognized by SCIN-B is practically indistinguishable from that of SCIN-A (Figure 12). It
also overlaps with the first two domains of fH, as judged by structural superposition of
C3c/SCIN-B18-85 with that of C3b/fH(1-4). In both panels, SCIN-B18-85 and fH(1-4) are
drawn as orange and dark green ribbons, respectively, while C3b appears as silver surface.
The C3c/C3b contact residues held in common by SCIN-B18-85 and fH(1-4) are colored in
red. C, Based upon the significant overlap of their C3c/C3b contact residues, an AlphaAssay
was used to assess the ability of SCIN-B to compete with full-length fH for C3b binding. The
C3b/fH interaction fits of an apparent KD value of 24 nM; interestingly, this is about onethousand fold higher affinity than that previously determined (12.7 μM) for the minimal
decay-accelerating fragment of fH (i.e. fH(1-4)). Thus, it appears that SCIN-B also renders
inhibited convertases resistant to decay acceleration.
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Figure 17. Arg44 and Tyr51 contribute significantly to SCIN-B18–85 inhibition of the AP
C3 convertase. The activity of a fluid-phase AP C3 convertase was measured by monitoring
proteolytic degradation of the C3 α’ chain by SDS-PAGE and visualized by Coomassie
Brilliant Blue staining. A, various SCIN proteins were examined for their respective abilities
to inhibit convertase activity across a 2-fold dilution series near their apparent KD values
obtained from the assay (Figure 15 and Table 4). The dilution series employed for each
protein was as follows: SCIN-A, 16 µM–62.5 nM; SCIN-B, 64 µM–250 nM; SCIN-B18–85,
400–1.56 µM; SCIN-B18–85-R44A/Y51A, 400–1.56 µM. Purified proteins (1µg each of C3
and C3b) were included as a reference and appear at the left side of each image, as were
controls demonstrating the formation of C3bBb used in each set of assays. Reactions
containing no inhibitor (CTRL) served as the positive control for C3 activation to C3b and
appear at the right side of each image. Data presented are representative experiments of trials
repeated in triplicate. B, dose-response convertase inhibition curves for various SCIN
proteins are shown in panel A. Band intensities corresponding to each chain were integrated,
normalized to those of the C3/C3b chain (which served as an internal loading control), and
plotted against the concentration of each inhibitor. The experimental IC 50 values were 750
nM, 2.3 µM, and 80 µM for SCIN-A, SCIN-B, and SCIN-B18–85, respectively. The legend is
inset.
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To directly investigate the contributions of the residues highlighted above, we
generated site-directed mutants in SCIN-B18–85 and compared their abilities to bind C3b
(Figure 15 and Table 4). A SCIN-B18–85 mutant that simultaneously exchanged each of the
Gln78, Ile82, and Arg85 side chains to alanine bound C3b with similar affinity to wild type.
However, single mutations of Arg44 and Tyr51 to alanines resulted in reduced affinity for C3b
compared with wild type, and no binding was detected for a SCIN-B18–85-R44A/Y51A
double mutant. In summary, although abrogation of the C-terminal contacts does not impair
SCIN-B18–85 binding to C3b, the interactions formed by Arg44 and Tyr51 are important for
C3b binding by this bacterial inhibitor.
SCIN-A effectively competes with fH for binding to C3b and renders SCIN-A-bound
convertases insensitive to decay acceleration (65). This behavior arises from significant
overlap of the SCIN-A and fH binding sites on C3b (Figure 9) and also appears to be shared
by SCIN-B as judged by the SCIN-B18–85/C3c co-crystal (Figure 16); not surprisingly,
SCIN-B competes with fH in an AlphaScreen assay (Figure 16). However, the principle anticomplement activity of SCIN proteins lies in their ability to inhibit C3 cleavage/activation by
fully assembled convertases (65). Because convertase inhibition presumably requires direct
SCIN binding to C3b, we tested whether loss of Arg44 and Tyr51 would affect the ability of
SCIN-B18–85 to block C3 cleavage via the AP C3 convertase (Figure 17). Indeed, whereas
SCIN-A, SCIN-B, and SCIN-B18–85 all displayed dose-dependent inhibition of C3 conversion
to C3a and C3b production, no convertase inhibitor activity was observed for the SCIN-B18–
85

double mutant. In conjunction with Figure 15, these results demonstrate that high affinity

C3b binding is required for inhibition of the AP C3 convertase by SCIN-B.
Divergent Structure of SCIN-D
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SCIN-D shares a significant amino acid sequence identity (30%) with SCIN-A and is
predicted to have the same secondary structure as active SCIN proteins (68). However,
although SCIN-D is typically considered part of the same family, it is neither an effective
complement inhibitor nor does it appear to have anti phagocytic activity; thus, SCIN-D has
been used extensively as a negative control in functional studies (40, 65, 68). Because both of
these functions require SCIN binding to C3b, it follows that SCIN-D is unable to interact
with C3b (65, 68). Consistent with previous results, SCIN-D did not bind to C3b in any of
the AlphaAssay formats described here. Thus, to provide a basis for comparing the structural
features of active SCIN proteins with this inactive homolog, we also undertook
crystallographic studies of SCIN-D.
Although diffraction quality full-length SCIN-D crystals were obtained, initial
attempts at structure solution via molecular replacement using SCIN-A- or SCIN-B-derived
models were unsuccessful. Because these crystals took nearly a month to grow, a truncated
variant (SCIN-D8-83) was designed, expressed in both native and selenium-labeled forms, and
crystallized. This structure was solved by single-wavelength anomalous dispersion to 1.5 Å
limiting resolution, and its refined coordinates were subsequently used to solve both native
SCIN-D8-83 and full-length SCIN-D to 1.3 and 1.5 Å resolution, respectively (Figure 18A,
Figure 19, and Table 5).
Whereas all SCIN-D structures are virtually identical (Cα root mean square deviation
of 0.08 Å (Figure 19)), superposition of any of these structures on to either SCIN-A or
SCIN-B18–85 reveals features unique to SCIN-D (Figure 18B). In particular, a distinct break
in the first α-helix of SCIN-D occurs at amino acid position Thr26, and this causes a notable
deviation in SCIN-D secondary and tertiary structure. This break occurs because the
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Figure 18. Crystal structure of SCIN-D8–83 at 1.3 Å resolution. A, shown is a refined
model of native SCIN-D8–83, drawn as violet ribbon (PDBID#: 3T47). B, superimposition of
native SCIN-D8–83 (violet) with the crystal structures of SCIN-A (PDBID#: 2QFF; teal) and
SCIN-B18–85 (PDBID#: 3T49; blue) is shown. The region of divergent secondary and tertiary
structure within SCIN-D α-helix 1 is highlighted by a dashed green oval. C, a hydrogen bond
(dashed red line) between the backbone carbonyl of Thr26 and the side chain of His48 disrupts
the canonical hydrogen bonding pattern observed in helices. This interaction appears to be a
conserved feature of the SCIN-D protein, as these residues are invariant across all SCIN-D
sequences examined (Garcia, B. L., and Geisbrecht, B. V.,unpublished observations). D,
shown is superposition of SCIN-D8–83 (violet) onto the structure of SCIN-B18–85 (orange) as it
is found in the C3c/SCIN-B18–85 cocrystal (Figures 12 and 14). In this panel residues from
C3c that contact SCIN-B18–85 are colored teal, whereas the remainder of C3c is colored gray.
Residues Arg44 and Tyr51 from SCIN-B18–85 along with their corresponding positions in
SCIN-D8–83 (i.e. Arg42 and Tyr49) are depicted as sticks. Note that the N-terminus of SCIN-D
is drawn at the right in panels A–C but appears at the left in panel D.
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Figure 19. Crystal structures of SCIN-D derived molecules. Superimposition of refined
coordinates for native SCIN-D(8-83) (PDBID#: 3T47; violet), SCIN-D(8-83)-MSE (PDBID#:
3T48; light pink), and full-length SCIN-D (PDBID#: 3T46) drawn in ribbon format. The Ntermini lie at the bottom of the page, while the C termini face the top. Whereas all of these
molecules possess a nearly identical secondary structure, several additional C-terminal
residues were observed in full-length SCIN-D and are found in a random coil. Additional Nterminal residues were not observed.
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TABLE 5
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION, PHASING, AND REFINEMENT
STATISTICS FOR SCIN-D CRYSTAL STRUCTURES

Data collectiona
Wavelength (Å)
Space group
Cell dimensions
a,b,c (Å)
β(°)
Resolution (Å)
Unique Reflections
Completeness (%)
Rmergeb
Redundancy
I/σI
Refinement
Statistics
PDBID#
Complexes per
asymmetric unit
Rwork/Rfree (%)c
Mean B-factors (Å2)

SCIN-D8-83MSE

SCIN-D8-83

SCIN-D

0.972
P21

0.972
P21

0.972
P6522

26.10,
94.28, 29.10
97.14
50-1.5
21,840
99.7 (91.8)
6.7 (30.8)

26.15, 94.36,
29.20
97.19
50-1.3
31,662
92.2 (89.3)
7.8 (46.0)

28.86, 28.86,
262.60

5.9 (4.2)
18.5 (5.6)

18.7 (10.9)
35.6 (4.3)

5.7 (4.7)
14.6 (4.5)

3T48
2

3T47
2

3T46
1

15.3/19.3
25.28

15.5/18.7
19.62

22.2/24.5
16.31

0.011

0.011

0.007

1.14

1.08

0.99

100.0
0.0
0.0

100.0
0.0
0.0

100.0
0.0
0.0

50-1.5
11,413
98.8 (95.4)
6.9 (28.2)

RMSD
r.m.s. deviations
bond lengths (Å)
r.m.s. deviations
bond angles (°)
Ramachandran plot
(%)
Favored
Allowed
Outlier
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“TABLE 5 -- Continued.”
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION, PHASING, AND REFINEMENT
STATISTICS FOR SCIN-D CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
SCIN-D8-83MSE
a

SCIN-D8-83

SCIN-D

Numbers in parentheses are for the highest-resolution shell.

b

Rmerge = ΣhΣi|Ii(h)-<I(h)>|/ΣhΣiIi(h), where Ii(h) is the ith measurement of reflection h and
<I(h)> is a weighted mean of all measurements of h.
c

R = Σh|Fobs(h)-Fcalc(h)|/Σh|Fobs|. Rcryst and Rfree were calculated from the working and test
reflection sets, respectively. The test set constituted 5% of the total reflections not used in
refinement.
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backbone carbonyl of Thr26 hydrogen bonds with a side chain from the second α-helix (His48)
(Figure 18C). Although this interaction appears favorable, it nevertheless disrupts the
canonical hydrogen bonding pattern that is a hallmark of α-helices. As a consequence, the
largest region of divergence arises between SCIN-D residues 26 and 35; here, significant
distances arise between corresponding residues positions in either SCIN-A or SCIN-B18–85
(e.g. ~7.0 Å at the carbonyl position of Leu34). After this break, however, the first α-helix
reforms at SCIN-D-Leu28 and continues into the short loop region that connects α-helix 1 to
α-helix 2. From the beginning of α-helix 2 to the C-terminus, the SCIN-D structure does not
differ appreciably from that of either SCIN-A and SCIN-B18–85.
Intriguingly, this peculiar structural feature of SCIN-D lies outside of either known
C3c/C3b binding site of SCIN-A (16, 70) or the C3c binding site observed in its co-crystal
with SCINB18–85 (Figure 12 and Figure 14). In fact, superposition of the SCIN-D8–83
structure onto that of C3c/SCIN-B18–85 suggests that this perturbation alone cannot account
for the lack of C3c/C3b binding to SCIN-D (Figure 18D). Along these lines, mutation of
SCIN-D His48 to Ala did not impart any detectable C3b binding activity to this protein even
though it would be expected to eliminate the physical basis of the helical distortion described
above (Figure 19). Still, it is worth noting that two residues that contribute important
interactions for forming the C3b/SCIN-B18–85 complex (i.e. Arg44 and Tyr51; Figure 14 and
Figure 15) are found in identical positions on the second α-helix of SCIN-D (i.e. Arg42 and
Tyr49; Figure 18D). This suggests that additional and perhaps more subtle physical/chemical
properties of SCIN-D must be incompatible with binding to this site on C3c/C3b.
Examination of electrostatic surface potentials calculated for each SCIN monomer
reveals no obvious differences other than perhaps that the second α-helix of SCIN-D (i.e.
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Figure 20. Electrostatic potential at the surfaces of SCIN proteins. DelPhi was used to
calculate the electrostatic potential at the surface for each SCIN protein. The color scheme
represents regions of negative (red) and positive (blue) charge density contoured at ± 5 e/kT,
while each ribbon structure is depicted using a rainbow where the N-terminus is blue and the
C terminus is red. To generate this figure, all three structures were superimposed and rotated
120° to obtain equivalent surface views corresponding to projections that directly face each
of the three α-helices. A, SCIN-A (PDBID#: 2QFF). B, SCIN-B(18-85) (PDBID#: 3T49). C,
SCIN-D(8-83) (PDBID#: 3T47).
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TABLE 6
BURIED SURFACE AREA AND SHAPE COMPLEMENTARITIES OF
C3C/SCIN COMPLEXES AND MODELS
Structure/Modela

BSAb C3c α’
Frag.1 (Å2)

SC2

BSA C3c β (Å2)

SC

BSA
Total
(Å2)

BSA
Weighted
SCd

SCIN-A

627.1

0.67

133.5

0.52

760.6

0.64

SCIN-B(18-85)

597.5

0.55

196.8

0.72

794.3

0.59

SCIN-D(8-83)(model)

509.7

0.34

166.2

0.25

675.9

0.32

SCIN-D(8-83)(rotamer)

495.3

0.31

149.2

0.48

644.5

0.35

a

Model structures were constructed by superimposing unbound molecules onto the SCIN
protein in the C3c/SCIN-B(18-85) co-crystal structure.
b
Buried Surface Area (BSA) was calculated by the EBI-PISA server interface analysis.
c
Surface complementarity indices (SC) were calculated by the CCP4 program SC.
d
BSA Weighted S.C. values were calculated as the surface area weighted average of the two
complementarity indices. This normalizes the overall surface contribution to complex
formation.
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first binding sit of SCIN-A/SCIN-B18–85) exhibits less overall charge than its counterparts
(Figure 20). Although this may yet be significant, another potential explanation for the lack
of SCIN-D binding to C3c/C3b comes from examining the surface complementarity indices
of various C3c/SCIN complexes (Table 6). This suggests that both SCIN-A and SCIN-B18–85
more closely match this particular binding site on C3c than does SCIN-D8–83, as their
complementarity values are far closer to those previously reported for high affinity proteinprotein interactions (surface complementarity of 0.64, 0.59, and 0.32, respectively, compared
with 0.6 (20)). This remains the case (surface complementarity of 0.35) even after the
rotamers of the SCIN-D8–83 residues that lie on the solvent-exposed face of α-helix 2 are
changed to best approximate those found in the C3c/SCIN-B18–85 structure. Although the
possibility of structural rearrangement in SCIN-D cannot be ruled out at this time, it seems
very likely then that a combination of electrostatic barriers and lack of surface
complementarity may prevent significant SCIN-D binding to C3c/C3b.
Conclusions
The structural analysis of SCIN-B presented here significantly expands understanding
of the molecular determinants required for SCIN-mediated complement inhibition. Although
the C3c/SCIN-B18–85 interface contains many unique interactions that are lacking in any of
the C3c/SCIN-A structures (Figure 8), the C3c/C3b residues targeted by both SCIN proteins
themselves are largely similar. These include residues 555–558 from the C3c/C3b β chain, a
large stretch of α’ chain fragment 1 residues near the Arg726-Ser727 scissile bond of C3b
(732–741) and small patch of residues within the C3c/C3b MG7 domain (898–900). The
presence of these interactions in separate C3c co-crystals with SCIN-A and SCIN-B18–85
underscores their importance for specific C3b binding. Furthermore, it is also consistent with
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the premise that these particular immune evasion proteins have evolved to target a C3b
hotspot that is vital to C3 convertase structure, function, and dynamics (16, 65, 70). Although
several residues near the SCIN-B18–85 C-terminus make significant contact with C3c in the
co-crystal structure, exchange of these residues to alanines did not impair C3b binding of
SCIN-B18–85 in solution. This observation along with a lack of equivalent interactions in any
C3c/SCIN-A structures (Figure 8) suggests that these contacts are most likely an
adventitious byproduct of the C3c/ SCIN-B18–85co-crystal.
On the other hand, several lines of evidence presented here indicate that the AP
convertase inhibition properties of SCIN-B18–85 require interactions formed by residues
located within its second α-helix. In particular, our structure-guided mutagenesis studies
identified contributions of both Arg44 and Tyr51 as critical for high affinity SCIN-B18–85
binding to C3b but also that loss of Arg44 is more detrimental to C3b binding than is loss of
Tyr51. It is noteworthy that these two residues and their corresponding positions in SCIN-A
(i.e. Arg42 and Gln49) both make extensive contact with C3c/C3b residues 733–735, 738, and
898 as mentioned above. Thus, although targeting the same hotspot of C3b is critical for
function of active SCIN proteins, some degree of side chain variation, even nonconservatively so, appears permissible within this SCIN active site.
The structure/function studies presented here made extensive use of a protease-stable
form of SCIN-B (i.e. SCIN-B18–85) that retained both C3b binding and complement inhibitor
activity. However, our solution binding studies also clearly show that such N-terminaltruncated forms of SCIN proteins display a nearly 2 order of magnitude reduction in affinity
for C3b (Figure 15 and Table 4). Whereas mutational analyses of SCIN-B18–85 Arg44 and
Tyr51 can be reconciled easily by either the C3c co-crystal or sequence/structure comparisons
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to SCIN-A, the contribution of the flexible N-terminal region to C3b/SCIN-B binding is
harder to explain. Although crystallographic analysis of full-length SCIN-B bound to C3b
would be of tremendous value in this regard, our attempts to crystallize the C3b/SCIN-B
complex have been largely unsuccessful so far. Furthermore, little insight can be gained by
inspection of any related SCIN-A co-crystal structures as (i) SCIN proteins share little
sequence similarity within their N termini (Figure 11), and (ii) the structure of this region in
SCIN-B remains unknown. Thus, it appears that a detailed, comparative investigation into
the structure and function of full length SCIN proteins will be needed to answer questions
regarding the N-terminus of SCIN-B specifically and all SCIN proteins in general.
We have also provided the first structural information on another SCIN family
member, SCIN-D. The gene for SCIN-D is found in 98% of S. aureus strains examined (40),
lies adjacent to that for staphylcoagulase (which itself results inappropriate activation of the
clotting response (33)), and encodes a secreted protein related to a group of potent
complement inhibitors. These observations suggest, at least circumstantially, that SCIN-D
may impart an important function in the initiation or propagation of staphylococcal infection.
Despite its modest but significant level of sequence identity to the remaining SCIN family
members (Figure 11A), SCIN-D does not directly bind to C3b (40, 65, 68). Furthermore, it
seems to lack the complement inhibitor and anti-phagocytic properties of bona fide SCINs
(40, 41). In light of these peculiar features, SCIN-D has often found use as a negative control
in functional analysis of SCIN proteins (40, 41, 65); however, this tacitly assumes that all
SCIN proteins share sufficient sequence homology as to be structurally identical. Our
structure demonstrates that this is not the case, as the N-terminal α-helix of SCIN-D deviates
substantially in both secondary and tertiary structure when compared with either SCIN-A or
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SCIN-B. With these differences now documented, it may be worthwhile to reevaluate
previous work on SCIN-D, especially that involving functional analysis of SCIN A/SCIN-D
protein chimeras (68, 70).
On the basis of its unique structure and inability to bind C3c/C3b, we suggest that it
may now be more appropriate to consider SCIN-D a distinct protein rather than a true
member of the SCIN family. Nevertheless, it is clear that SCIN-D contains several essential
mediators of protein-protein interactions found in other SCIN molecules (i.e. residues
corresponding to SCIN-B18–85-Arg44 and Tyr51). Although the divergent N-terminal α-helix in
SCIN-D alone cannot account for its lack of binding to C3b (Figure 18D), variations in both
the electrostatic potential and shape complementarity at its surface very well may (Figure 20
and Table 6). With this in mind, it is tempting to speculate that SCIN-D might instead bind
to more distantly related complement components, such as C4b or C5b, or specific proteinprotein complexes thereof. Such functions may be advantageous in terms of staphylococcal
immune evasion, as they could support inhibition of either the classical/lectin complement
pathway (62); or downstream inflammation via sublytic levels of terminal complement
complex, respectively. Thus, the structure of SCIN-D may serve as an important starting
point for elucidating the true nature of its function through future work.
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CHAPTER 5
A STRUCTURALLY DYNAMIC N-TERMINAL HELIX IS A KEY FUNCTIONAL
DETERMINANT IN STAPHYLOCOCCAL COMPLEMENT
INHIBITOR (SCIN) PROTEINS
Overview
Complement is a network of interacting circulatory and cell-surface proteins that
recognizes, marks, and facilitates clearance of microbial invaders. To evade complement
attack, the pathogenic organism Staphylococcus aureus expresses a number of secreted
proteins that interfere with activation and regulation of the complement cascade.
Staphylococcal Complement Inhibitors (SCINs) are one important class of these
immunomodulators and consist of three active members (SCIN-A/-B/-C). Although Nterminal truncation mutants of SCINs retain complement inhibitory properties they are
significantly weaker binders of C3b. To provide a structural basis for this observation, we
undertook a series of crystallographic and NMR dynamics studies on full-length SCINs. This
work reveals that N-terminal SCIN domains are characterized by a conformationally
dynamic helical motif. C3b-binding and functional experiments further demonstrate that this
sequence divergent N-terminal region of SCINs is both functionally important and contextdependent. Finally, surface plasmon resonance data provide evidence for the formation of
inhibitor/enzyme/substrate complexes ((SCIN/C3bBb)/C3). Similar to the (SCIN/C3bBb)2
psuedo-dimeric complexes, ((SCIN/C3bBb)/C3) interferes with the interaction of
complement receptors and C3b. This activity provides an additional mechanism by which
SCIN couples convertase inhibition to direct blocking of phagocytosis. Together these data
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suggest that tethering multi-host-protein complexes by small modular bacterial inhibitors
may be a global strategy of immune evasion employed by S. aureus.
Crystal Structures of SCIN-B Reveal a Flexible N-terminal Region
Although N-terminal truncations in either SCIN-A or SCIN-B retain AP C3
convertase inhibitor activity, the affinities of their respective complexes with C3b are
reduced by nearly two orders of magnitude (19). This strongly suggested that interactions
formed by SCIN proteins’ N termini are required for maximal C3b binding and anticomplement function. The precise role of these N-terminal residues in SCIN function
remains incompletely known, however. This is due in large part to a lack of detailed
structural information for this region.
To begin addressing this limitation, we determined crystallographic structures for
full-length SCIN-B and a short N-terminal truncation mutant that removes the first three
amino acids, termed SCIN-B(4-85) (Figure 21A,B and Table 7). These structures are typified
by a compact, three-helix bundle motif that is preserved across all structures of SCIN-B
(Figure 21C) (19). Overall, only minor changes, such as variations in side-chain rotamer
conformation, are observed in this core region upon comparison of these structures to each
other and to that of SCIN-B(4-85) (19). Outside of the core region, a well formed α-helix is
found in the N-terminus of the SCIN-B(4-85) structure, and this closely matches the secondary
structure observed for this area of SCIN-A (Figure 22) (68). Surprisingly, the N-terminal
region of full-length SCIN-B deviated greatly from that of the SCIN-B(4-85) crystal structure.
Here, non-classical secondary structure is found beginning near Gln-19 and persists to the
most N-terminal residue observed in the SCIN-B crystal, Glu-9.
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Figure 21. Crystal structures of SCIN-B reveal a flexible N-terminal region. A, 3.1 Å
crystal structure of SCIN-B monomer (PDB: #4H6I, light grey). B, 2.5 Å crystal structure of
SCIN-B(4-85) monomer (PDBID: #4H6H, dark grey). C, Cα superposition of SCIN-B, SCINB(4-85), and SCIN-B(18-85) (PDBID #3T49, cyan). The “core” portion of SCIN-B maintains a
three-helix bundle in all structures while the N-terminal region adopts random coil (SCIN-B)
and helical (SCIN-B4-85) conformations.

Figure 22. Comparison of secondary structure between SCIN-A, SCIN-B, and SCINB(4-85) crystal structures. Cα superposition of SCIN-A (PDBID#: 3OHX, chain ‘M’, blue),
SCIN-B (PDBID#: 4H6I, chain ‘A’, dark grey), and SCIN-B(4-85) (PDBID#: 4H6H, chain
‘A’, light grey) shows the N-terminal secondary structure of SCIN-A closes the SCIN-B(4-85)
structure.
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TABLE 7
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION, PHASING, AND REFINEMENT
STATISTICS FOR SCIN-B AND SCIN-B4-85
SCIN-B

SCIN-B4-85

1.00
C222

0.972
P32

66.54, 115.25,
79.57

84.38, 84.38,
72.92

β(°)
Resolution (Å)
Unique Reflections
Completeness (%)
Rmergeb

50-3.1
5,149
93.2 (61.4)
7.1 (27.2)

50-2.5
17,612
87.6 (45.8)
10.8 (41.3)

Redundancy
I/σI

4.6 (4.3)
18.6 (3.4)

7.5 (2.6)
18.6 (2.1)

4H6I
3

4H6H
4

28.1/29.3
68.06

22.2/24.3
43.98

0.011

0.011

1.45

1.01

97.8
1.8
0.5

96.8
3.2
0

Data collectiona
Wavelength (Å)
Space group
Cell dimensions
a,b,c (Å)

Refinement
Statistics
PDBID#
Complexes per
asymmetric unit
Rwork/Rfree (%)c
Mean B-factors (Å2)
RMSD
r.m.s. deviations
bond lengths (Å)
r.m.s. deviations
bond angles (°)
Ramachandran plot
(%)
Favored
Allowed
Outlier
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“TABLE 7 -- Continued.”
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION, PHASING, AND REFINEMENT
STATISTICS FOR SCIN-B AND SCIN-B4-85
SCIN-B
a

SCIN-B4-85

Numbers in parentheses are for the highest-resolution shell.

b

Rmerge = ΣhΣi|Ii(h)-<I(h)>|/ΣhΣiIi(h), where Ii(h) is the ith measurement of reflection h and
<I(h)> is a weighted mean of all measurements of h.
c

R = Σh|Fobs(h)-Fcalc(h)|/Σh|Fobs|. Rcryst and Rfree were calculated from the working and test
reflection sets, respectively. The test set constituted 5% of the total reflections not used in
refinement.
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Crystallographic temperature factors (B-factors) provide quantitative measurement of
the motion of protein atoms in the crystalline state (66). An examination of main-chain atom
B-factors for the SCIN-B crystal structures indicates a high degree of atomic displacement
for backbone atoms in the N-terminus relative to the core part of the structure (Figure 23).
The presence of high B-factors is not surprising for the residues modeled as coil in the fulllength SCIN-B structure, since residues in loops often display higher relative temperature
factors (87). However, subsequent analysis of the SCIN-B(4-85) structure likewise reveals a
significant increase in B-factors for the same N-terminal residues (Figure 23). This finding is
unexpected, as residues constrained by hydrogen-bonded secondary structure typically have
smaller fluctuations in atomic displacement than those found in coil or loop regions (87).
SCIN-B and SCIN-B(4-85) crystals grew in different space groups (Table 7) and thus
are expected to make different crystal contacts. Analysis of contacts made by molecules in
each respective asymmetric unit was carried out using the EBI PISA server (47). N-terminal
residues in the SCIN-B(4-85) are involved in nearly twice as many crystallographic contacts as
is seen for the same residues in SCIN-B. As crystal contacts can influence protein backbone
structure, the unique local environment experienced by N-terminal residues in each crystal
form may have stabilized helix formation in SCIN-B(4-85), yet favored an N-terminal coil
conformation in the SCIN-B crystal (12). When considered as a whole, these two structures
suggest that the N-terminal region of SCIN-B exhibits backbone flexibility and raise the
possibility that SCIN-B might adopt alternate conformations within its N terminus.
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Figure 23. B-Factors for SCIN-B and SCIN-B(4-85) crystal structures. A, Average mainchain B-Factors for SCIN-B (solid line, triangle) and SCIN-B(4-85) (dashed line, square). B
and C, B-Factor “putty” shown as implemented by PyMol (www.pymol.org). Lowest BFactors are colored blue, while highest B-Factors are colored red.
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The N-terminal regions of SCIN Proteins are Flexible in Solution
In light of the differences between the SCIN-B structures described above, it was important
to determine whether full-length SCIN-B has helical secondary structure at the N-terminus in
solution. To test this and to understand if backbone flexibility is unique to SCIN-B we
conducted 15N-relaxation experiments on full-length SCIN-A and SCIN-B. NMR spin
relaxation can provide atomic resolution information on local backbone structure and extent
of ensemble structural fluctuations through measurements of residue-specific dynamic
changes that occur on the ns-ps timescale, including motions of the protein backbone (43).
1

H-15N-heteronuclear correlation (HSQC) spectra were initially recorded for both SCINs

(Figure 24). Since these preliminary spectra displayed appropriate dispersion, line width,
and signal to noise features, additional three-dimensional spectral suites were collected to
facilitate backbone resonance assignment (See Chapter 2 “Materials and Methodology”).
From this, 78 of 85 1H-15N SCIN-A and 82 of 85 SCIN-B backbone resonance assignments
were obtained. Greater than 90% of 13CO, 13Cα, and 13Cβ resonances were also assigned.
To assess the secondary structure of SCIN proteins in solution, we first compared
observed 13CO and 13Cα chemical shifts to those previously determined for sequence
dependent random coil peptides (76, 77). Specifically, since residues in α-helices experience
a pronounced upfield shift for resonances corresponding to their 13Cα atoms (43, 85), residue
positions with ≤ 0.50 ppm 13Cα chemical shift difference relative to random coil (Δδrc) were
mapped onto the respective crystal structures of SCIN-A and SCIN-B(4-85) (Figure 25). In
accord with the SCIN-A crystal structure, NMR chemical shift data indicate the beginning of
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Figure 24. 1H-15N-HSQC spectrum of SCIN-A and SCIN-B. Full spectrum with selected
residue annotations for SCIN-A and SCIN-B. Spectra were recorded on 800μM protein
sample at pH 6.9 and 30 °C.
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Fig. 25. NMR data analysis for SCIN-A and SCIN-B. A and B, NMR data was collected
on full-length unbound SCIN-A and SCIN-B. Values of 13Cα chemical shift were compared
to random coil chemical shifts and resulting difference values ≤ 0.50 ppm were mapped in
red onto the crystal structures of SCIN-A and SCIN-B(4-85). Low 13Cα Δδrc values correlate to
areas of loops or random coil. Chain ‘M’ from PDB: #3OHX was used for SCIN-A, while
chain ‘A’ from PDB: #4H6I was used for SCIN-B. These were chosen in order to depict the
maximal number of modeled residues. C and D, Summary of 15N-relaxtion longitudinal (R1)
and transverse (R2) relaxation rates, along with 15N-1H-NOE values for SCIN-A and SCIN-B.
R2/R1 ratios are presented as a measure of site-specific rotational diffusion motion. Fast
internal dynamics (backbone flexibility) are observed for both SCIN-A and SCIN-B at the Nterminal positions.
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an N-terminal α-helix near residue Asn-8, continuing until a break at Glu-25, and then
resuming until a three residue loop which starts at Gly-34. The first definitive and
contiguous N-terminal α-helix for SCIN-B appears to begin at His-13 and continues until a
kink at Lys-27; however, α-helical character for SCIN-B is detectable as early as Glu-9. The
presence of low 13Cα Δδrc values in the positions connecting α-helix 1 to 2 and α-helix 2 to 3
as well as the disordered C-terminal residues is consistent with loops as modeled in both
crystal structures. An unexpected deviation from the predicted structures appears for a 2
residue stretch in the 3rd α-helix of SCIN-A at Ile-73/Tyr-74 and for SCIN-B at Ile-74/Tyr75, however, the importance of this deviation from the predicted structure is presently
unclear. Chemical shift differences for SCIN-A and SCIN-B are consistent with variable
ensemble average α-helical secondary structure in solution of SCIN proteins, which is
progressively greater proceeding from the N-terminus inward into the first helix.
We next selected residues with well-resolved 1H-15N resonances for SCIN-A (63 of 85
residues) and SCIN-B (64 of 85) for 15N backbone relaxation analysis (Table S1). A
summary of 15N-relaxation parameters for SCIN-A and SCIN-B is presented (Figure
25C,D). Whereas internally-rigid proteins display homogenous longitudinal relaxation (R1),
transverse relaxation (R2), and 15N-1H-NOE values, those sites undergoing fast internal
dynamics (backbone flexibility) are expected to have values that deviate from the average of
the overall molecule (43). In this regard, the average 15N-1H-NOE values are similar
between SCIN-A (0.69 ± 0.02) and SCIN-B (0.66 ± 0.01). Interestingly, a dramatic reduction
in 15N-1H-NOE values is observed for N-terminal residues of both SCIN-A (0.33 ± 0.08) and
SCIN-B (0.32 ± 0.01). Furthermore, while the R1 values are relatively homogenous
throughout SCIN-A (1.48 ± 0.25 Hz) and SCIN-B (1.40 ± 0.01 Hz), the R2 and thus R2/R1
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ratios for N-terminal residues in both SCINs are substantially lower when compared to the
entire proteins. This is significant because R2/R1 ratios are directly impacted by rotational
diffusion motions and are typically elevated in areas of secondary structure (59). As a
consequence, a decrease in these ratios for N-terminal SCIN residues is consistent with
ensemble averaged protein flexibility at these sites, and suggestive of dynamic sequential
order/disorder exchange in the N-terminal region of the helix. In summary, the 15N-relaxation
data we present here show that SCIN proteins are characterized in solution by a stable helical
core with a flexible N-terminal α-helix. While this area of conformational flexibility extends
further into the structure of SCIN-B, it is nevertheless evident in SCIN-A as well. When
considered along with the crystallographic data presented above, these solution NMR studies
highlight the structurally dynamic nature of SCIN proteins, particularly within their Ntermini.
The Function of the N-terminal SCIN Sequence is Context-dependent
One peculiar aspect of increased dynamics at the N-termini of both SCIN-A and
SCIN-B is that these proteins share less amino acid sequence identity across these residues
(19). This raised the possibility that sequence-dependent, functional differences might exist
between the N-termini of SCIN-A and SCIN-B. To address this question, we constructed and
characterized two N-terminally swapped SCIN chimera proteins (Figure 26A) and
investigated their properties in a series of binding and convertase inhibition assays.
Whereas SCIN-B_AN (mostly SCIN-B, N-terminal SCIN-A) shows considerably
impaired binding to C3b (KD = 12.8 µM) relative to wild-type proteins in an AlphaScreen
competition assay (Figure 27A and Table 8), SCIN-A_BN (mostly SCIN-A, N-terminal
(Figure 27A and Table 8). Qualitatively similar results are also observed in an SPR ranking
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Figure 26. SCIN chimera constructs and SCIN-C sequence analysis. A, Amino-acid
sequence and schematic of N-terminally swapped SCIN-A and SCIN-B chimeras. SCIN-A
derived residues are depicted in blue while SCIN-B derived residues are in orange. B,
Sequence analysis of available S. aureus genomes reveals unexpected variation for the SCINC gene. SCIN-C peptides from strain MRSA252 and H19 (denoted by red arrows) were
selected for biochemical analysis. Phylogeny tree was made using clustalW2
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/phylogeny/). C, Sequence alignment of SCIN-B, SCIN-C
“MR252”, and SCIN-C “H19” performed using ClustalW. Alignment figure was generated
using ESPript (http://espript.ibcp.fr/ESPript/ESPript/).
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Figure 27. N-terminal SCIN chimera proteins and SCIN-C interact with C3b differently
than SCIN-A or SCIN-B. A, Dose-response curve from an AlphaScreen competition assay
for SCIN-A_BN (solid dashed brown line), SCIN-B_AN(dashed turquoise line), SCIN-C
“MR252(solid dark purple line), and SCIN-C “H19”(solid light purple line). B, SPR ranking
assay using 500 nM protein concentration. C, Dose-response curve for C3bBb inhibition
assay. Coloring scheme is identical for all panels. SCIN-A and SCIN-B are included for
comparison purposes. D, Relative inhibition of the C3bBb by various SCIN proteins
(12.5µM) was assessed by monitoring of C3 cleavage on an SDS-PAGE gel. Data represent
mean ± s.e.m. of at least two separate experiments. *, P < 0.05 vs. control; **, P < 0.01. ns,
not significant.
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TABLE 8
C3B-BINDING PARAMETERS FOR VARIOUS SCIN PROTEINS
Competitor

KDa
(nM)

R2

Points
analyzed

Rmaxb
(12.5 µM)

Rmaxb
(500 nM)

0.967
0.967
0.985
0.962
0.961

95% Confidence
Interval
KD (nM)
47.6 to 113
202 to 470
3.14 to 6.08
7, 970 to 20,700
7.51 to 19.6

SCIN-A
SCIN-B
SCIN-A_BN
SCIN-B_AN
SCIN-C
MR252
SCIN-C H19

73.5
308
4.37
12,800
12.1

20
19
18
19
20

121 ± 1.41
119 ± 0.71
NA
58.5 ± 0.92
124 ± 0.71

69.8 ± 0.42
75.1 ± 0.42
96.0 ± 2.47
8.17 ± 2.43
90.7 ± 1.48

20.7

0.965

13.3 to 32.3

20

122 ± 0.71

89.7 ± 2.40

a

Parameters for data analysis and curve fitting are found in Chapter 2 “Materials and
Methodology”.
b
Rmax is defined as the response units at the analyte injection stop point.
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SCIN-B) binds C3b nearly 17 fold tighter (KD = 4.37 nM) than does wild type SCIN-A
assay, wherein binding of a constant concentration of various SCIN proteins to immobilized
C3b was measured (Figure 27B). Analysis of these same sensorgrams suggests that the
SCIN-A_BN chimera has a much slower relative off-rate from C3b when compared to either
SCIN-A or SCIN-B, which may explain the apparent increase in affinity (Figure 27B).
Recent work from our group established a direct correlation between the affinity of the
SCIN/C3b complex and inhibition of the AP C3 convertase (C3bBb) in vitro (19). Thus, we
hypothesized that the same general trend was likely to hold for SCIN chimeras. As expected,
the weaker binding SCIN-B_AN chimera is a weaker inhibitor of the convertase (Figure
27C). Surprisingly, however, the inhibitory potency of SCIN-A_BN is intermediate between
those of wild-type SCIN-A and SCIN-B (Figure 27C). To our knowledge, this is the first
example of a SCIN-like protein whose affinity for C3b does not directly correlate with its
ability to inhibit the C3bBb convertase (19, 39, 65).
The studies on the SCIN chimeras described above strongly suggest that functional
contributions of SCIN N-termini are context-dependent. One implication of this predicts that
changes in sequence within the N-terminal region of SCINs will produce proteins with
different C3b binding properties and potentially altered functional activities. With this in
mind, we examined the sequences of available S. aureus genomes to determine whether
sequence variability exists in the N-termini of SCIN proteins. Interestingly, we found that
SCIN-A sequence is nearly absolutely conserved (only a single Gln-49 to Leu-49 variant is
identified), and the N-terminal region of SCIN-A is 100% identical in all available sequences
(as judged by BLASTP, http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). For analysis of SCIN-B and SCIN-C
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we began by aligning SCIN-C (strain MRSA252) with SCIN-B (Mu50 strain). This
alignment reveals that nearly half of the N-terminal residues contain amino acid substitutions
(Figure 26C). Likewise we uncovered a surprising number of SCIN-C variants that
are overall 77-97% identical to SCIN-C “MRSA252”. For example, SCIN-C from S. aureus
strain H19 is 89% identical to SCIN-C “MR252” yet harbors 8 of the 9 amino acid
substitutions within their N-terminal 15 residues (Figure 26B,C). This analysis suggests that
SCIN-B and SCIN-C are a spectrum of variants that are closely related to one another but are
more distantly related to SCIN-A. We tested two representative members of SCIN-C
molecules (MRSA252 and H19) for their ability to bind C3b as well as to inhibit the AP C3
convertase. Remarkably both SCIN-C proteins bind C3b with higher affinity (SCIN-C
“MR252” KD = 12.1 nM and SCIN-C “H19” KD = 20.7 nM) than does either SCIN-A or
SCIN-B (Figure 27A and Table 8) and each exhibits a slower relative off-rate when
compared to SCIN-A or SCIN-B (Figure 27B and Figure 28). Despite this, the most tightly
binding SCIN-C (SCIN-C “MR252”) still is not a more potent inhibitor of C3bBb activity
(Figure 27C). As a whole, the results obtained for both SCIN-C proteins compellingly
mirror those obtained for the SCIN-A_BN chimera.
We also obtained a relative comparison of AP C3 convertase inhibitor activity by
using a fixed concentration of various SCIN proteins (12.5µM) in the solution-phase C3
cleavage assay (Figure 27D). While all SCIN-A derived proteins are strong inhibitors of C3
cleavage, only wild-type SCIN-B effectively blocked the enzymatic activity of C3bBb. One
potential explanation for this may simply be the amount of convertase bound under these
experimental conditions due to the low affinity of several inhibitors for C3b (e.g. SCIN-B(18-
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Figure 28. SCIN chimeras lower C3b deposition at the bacterial cell surface in a dosedependent manner. The ability of chimeric SCIN proteins to block C3b deposition on the
surface of S. arueus Mu50 cells was analyzed by flow cytometry. Just as the case in the in
vitro C3bBb inhibition assay, SCINB_ AN (turquoise dashed line) is a less potent inhibitor
than SCIN-A_BN (dashed brown line), SCIN-A (solid blue line), or SCIN-B (solid green
line).
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KD = 16.9µM and SCIN-B_AN KD = 12.8µM) (19). However, the SCIN-A(11-85)/C3b

complex has a dissociation constant similar to that of both SCIN-B(18-85) and SCIN-B_AN
(SCIN-A(11-85) KD = 11.0 µM) (19), yet this N-terminally truncated form of SCIN-A blocks
the convertase equally well as wild-type proteins in this assay format (Figure 27D).
Although the N-terminus of SCIN proteins is positioned far from the complement inhibition
binding site on C3b (as judged by available SCIN/C3 fragment co-crystal structures (16)),
this structurally-dynamic region clearly contributes to inhibition of the AP C3 convertase in a
subset of SCIN proteins.
The N-terminus of SCIN Molecules Impacts the Efficiency
of C3b-dependent Phagocytosis
In addition to their stabilizing an inhibited form of the C3bBb convertase, SCINs also
contribute to S. aureus immune evasion by blocking C3b-dependent phagocytosis (41, 70,
71). This activity is believed to arise through formation of SCIN/C3b-containing multiprotein complexes at the surface of the bacterium (41, 68). For example, SCIN-A promotes
assembly of (SCIN-A/C3bBb)2 structures in solution and presumably on the bacterial surface
when it engages an adjacent C3b molecule through a second lower-affinity binding site (41);
this pseudo-dimeric configuration masks C3b binding to complement receptors, and therefore
blocks phagocytic uptake of complement-opsonized bacteria. However, it is unknown
whether other wild-type SCIN molecules can form such pseudo-dimers, and the role of the
N-terminal SCIN residues on downstream phagocytic processes is not clearly established.
To address these questions, we investigated the impact of N-terminally truncated, chimeric,
and wild-type SCIN molecules on both C3b dimerization and phagocytosis. A cross-linking
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Figure 29. N-terminal residues contribute to overall SCIN function. A, BS3 cross-linking reagent
was incubated with C3b or with various SCIN/C3b solutions (see Experimental Procedures). The
presence of SCIN/C3b or (SCIN/C3b)2 formation was assessed by SDS-PAGE. B, The ability of
freshly isolated neutrophils to phagocytose complement opsonized S. aureus Mu50 cells in the
presence of various SCIN molecules was assessed using flow cytometry. Data represent mean ± s.e.m
of three separate experiments. ****, P < 0.0001 vs. buffer; ‡‡‡, P < 0.001 vs. buffer; ††, P < 0.01 vs.
SCIN-A(11-85).
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assay was initially used to assess the ability of various SCIN proteins to form (SCIN/C3b)2
structures (Figure 29A). These results show that all wild-type SCIN proteins and the SCINA_BN chimera form pseudo-dimeric structures, while SCIN-B_AN and both N-terminally
truncated mutants do not. Since previous work has shown that formation of these pseudodimeric complexes strongly correlates with the anti-phagocytic properties of SCIN-A, the
efficiency of freshly isolated neutrophils to phagocytose C3b-opsonized S. aureus Mu50 cells
was measured in the presence of various SCIN proteins (Figure 29B). All SCIN proteins that
form (SCIN/C3b)2 structures significantly reduce phagocytic uptake in this assay. SCIN-A(1185)

also inhibits phagocytosis in spite of failing to form pseudo-dimeric structures, however

the phagocytic inhibitory potency of SCIN-A(11-85) is significantly reduced relative to wildtype SCIN-A. The fact that SCIN-A(11-85) blocks convertase activity equally as well as wildtype (Figure 27D), but remains a weaker inhibitor of phagocytosis, strongly implicates the
involvement of N-terminal residues in SCIN-mediated inhibition of phagocytosis.
SCIN-Inhibited Convertases Bind C3, Which Blocks Their
Interaction with Complement Receptor CRIg
SCINs fail to recognize native C3 despite binding directly to its activated counterpart
C3b (69). The specificity of the C3b/SCIN interaction arises because C3b residues involved
in the primary SCIN contacts are buried within the large non-covalent interface between the
α- and β-chains in uncleaved C3 (16, 19, 65, 71). Interestingly, those C3b residues which
participate in the secondary and lower affinity SCIN-A binding site lie in what appears to be
a pre-formed binding surface on native C3 (16). For these reasons, we hypothesized that a
quaternary structure may form between SCIN inhibited convertases (SCIN/C3bBb) and
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Figure 30. SCIN-Inhibited AP C3 convertases bind C3 and block CRIg/C3b interaction.
A and D, SCIN-A or SCIN-C (“MR252”) inhibited convertase is formed on the surface of a
C3b-coupled BIAcore chip. B and E, 500 nM C3 or C3b is injected and the response is
measured. C and F, Signal produced by 500 nM CRIg injection post-C3 and post-C3b
injection are compared. All traces are normalized to the peak convertase signal (2 min). For
comparison panels traces are aligned to injection stop point. SCIN-A and SCIN-C bind C3
but fail to bind C3b and CRIg signal is reduced post-C3 injection compared to post-C3b
injection. The N-terminally divergent SCIN-C bound convertase produces large C3 signal
and smaller CRIg signal relative to SCIN-A.
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native C3. To test this directly, we generated a SCIN-inhibited convertase on the surface of a
C3b biosensor by injection of an equimolar solution of factor B and factor D, followed by
injection of SCIN-A (Figure 30A) (65). Subsequently, a solution consisting of either 500 nM
C3 or C3b was injected and the presence of a corresponding binding event was monitored
(Figure 30A,B). Whereas no detectable binding is observed during the C3b injection, a clear
response is measured upon C3 injection onto the SCIN-A inhibited convertase (Figure
30A,B). Previous work has proposed that inhibited convertase pseudo-dimers sterically
occlude CR1 and CRIg binding sites on C3b and thereby account for the anti-phagocytic
properties of SCIN-A (41). To test whether the (SCIN-A/C3bBb)/C3 complexes identified
above can also disrupt CR binding, we then injected a solution of 500 nM CRIg (Figure
30A,C). Indeed, the relative CRIg signal is reduced post-C3 injection when compared to
post-C3b injection (Figure 30A,C).
As a final test of the role of N-terminal SCIN residues in (SCIN/C3bBb)/C3
formation, we repeated the experimental protocol described above using SCIN-C “MR252”
instead of SCIN-A (Figure 30D). This SCIN-C was chosen on the basis of its unique C3b
binding properties that originate from its divergent N-terminal sequence and which impart
greater kinetic stability to its C3b complex when compared to either SCIN-A or SCIN-B
(Figure 27, Figure 28, and Table 8). In summary, while this SCIN-C bound convertase also
fails to bind C3b (Figure 30D), it displays higher relative C3 signal and lower relative CRIg
signal than does the SCIN-A bound convertase (Figure 30D-F). When considered together,
these data indicate that inhibited convertase/C3 complexes not only form readily on surfaces,
but do so in a manner that interferes with CRIg recognition of C3b.
Conclusions
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Since they were identified some years ago, the SCIN family of S. aureus complement
inhibitors has traditionally been characterized by studies on its prototypical member, SCIN-A
(16, 17, 39, 41, 68, 71). Because of this, our co-crystal structure of an N-terminal truncation
mutant of SCIN-B bound to C3c provided the first detailed molecular basis for comparing
how C3b/C3c is recognized by multiple SCIN proteins (Figure 12). Here, we have expanded
upon these studies by constructing chimeric SCIN proteins and demonstrating that the
function of N-terminal SCIN residues are both sequence and context dependent (Figure 27,
Figure 29, and Figure 30). We initially found that increased affinity for C3b by the SCINA_BN chimera did not result in a better inhibitor of the convertase when compared to wildtype SCIN-A (Figure 27 and Table 8). Subsequent analysis led to the discovery that SCINC proteins bind C3b with nearly 25-fold higher affinity than does the closely related SCIN-B
protein (Figure 27 and Table 8). But despite this increase in affinity, we observed that
SCIN-C fails to more potently inhibit convertase activity than does SCIN-A (Figure 27C,D).
Together, our findings raise the possibility that while C3b affinity contributes to complement
inhibition (19), there may be yet another role for high affinity C3b binding by SCINs. One
potential explanation for fine-tuning of this interaction could be that optimum SCIN
inhibition occurs through multi-protein interaction of the convertase and its substrate (C3), or
in the formation of SCIN-inhibited pseudo-dimeric convertases. In any case, additional
structure/function studies will be required to provide answers to such questions.
To better understand the functional role of SCIN N-terminal residues we solved
crystal structures of two closely related forms of SCIN-B. These structures deviate in
secondary structure near the N-terminal portion of the protein and provide evidence for a
helix-to-coil conformational transition (Figures 21 and 25). The solution NMR dynamics
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study of SCIN-A and SCIN-B presented here reveals that a dynamic helical region is present
at the N-termini of both proteins. Thus, it now appears that dynamic secondary structure
elements are an important feature of multiple SCINs (Figure 25). Dynamic α-helices, and in
particular helix-to-coil transitions, have been described for a number of protein regions that
make significant impacts on macromolecular function (73). In this regard, the ability to act as
a tether or scaffold for assembly of multi-protein complexes has been proposed as a
generalized role for intrinsically disordered protein regions (4). This possibility is especially
intriguing, as an emerging theme for all classes of complement-targeted, staphylococcal
immune evasion proteins is their ability to disrupt conceptually-distinct host processes
through bundling multiple host proteins into a larger complex. For example, the disordered
N-terminal region of Efb binds fibrinogen while the C-terminal domain binds the thioestercontaining domain found in C3/C3b/iC3b/C3d (30, 46). In doing so, Efb simultaneously
slows the rate of convertase formation (6), down-regulates anaphylatoxin production (30,
40), blocks CR2 dependent phagocytosis and engagement of adaptive immunity (64), and
impedes neutrophil adherence (29, 46). Separately, the Staphylococcal Superantigen-Like
Protein 7 (SSL-7) has been shown to bind both complement component 5 (C5) and the Fc
region of IgA (51, 60). While SSL-7 inhibits both binding of FcαRI to IgA and activation of
C5 to C5b, the latter activity is dependent upon IgA binding by SSL-7 (52). This intriguing
result has been attributed to IgA-mediated steric masking of C5 binding to C5 convertases
(52). Because the complement system is predicated upon a network of proteolytic and
molecular recognition events, many of which occur between rather large proteins (>100
kDa), it seems to be particularly susceptible to steric disruptions at key enzymatic or
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regulatory steps. Indeed, we now propose that this is a focal point of the overall S. aureus
immune evasion strategy.
Like Efb and SSL-7, the SCIN family members participate in a multi-protein complex
that functions to inhibit the central enzymatic complex of the alternative pathway (C3bBb)
and block opsonophagocytosis (41, 69). In light of the work described here, we feel that two
changes may now be included in a refined model of SCIN function (Figure 31). This updated
model highlights the importance of a flexible region near the N-terminus of SCINs. In
concert with key residues on the second alpha helix of SCIN proteins, this N-terminal
structure aids in initial binding of C3b and the formation of SCIN-inhibited convertases.
Targeting of a functional “hot-spot” on C3b by SCINs locks the convertase in a kineticallystabilized but inactive state through interaction with the proteolytic Bb fragment (16, 19, 41).
The SCIN bound convertase is further stabilized due to direct competition with the fH
binding site on C3b, thus slowing decay acceleration (16). SCIN/C3bBb can form SCINinhibited pseudo-dimeric convertases (SCIN/C3bBb)2 or engage native C3, which futilely
binds to and is tethered, partly through direct interaction with N-terminal SCIN residues.
These eznymatically inactive convertase complexes sterically occlude the C3b-binding site
for complement receptors, such as CRIg, which are present on the surface of circulating
phagocytes (83). In this way, the structurally dynamic N-terminus acts a “molecular switch”
that couples separate, but related mechanisms of immune evasion.
A model of the (SCIN/C3bBb)/C3 complex can be generated by superimposition of
the native C3 crystal structure onto one copy of C3b in the (SCIN-A/C3bBb)2 crystal
structure (Figure 32) (35, 70). This model has three important features that are consistent
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Figure 31. Modeling the multi-functional nature of SCIN proteins and the role of the
(SCIN/C3bBb)/C3 complex. Complement activation via one of the three principle
pathways (CP, LP, AP) results in C3b deposition on the surface of the bacteria where SCIN
binds C3b. Factor B and Factor D combine to form a SCIN-inhibited and stabilized
convertase (SCIN/C3bBb). This form of the convertase binds but does not cleave C3. A
flexible N-terminal domain in SCIN proteins is involved in tethering C3 to form
(SCIN/C3bBb)/C3 or in the formation of pseudo-dimeric SCIN-inhibited convertases
(SCIN/C3bBb)2. C3b residues involved interaction with the complement receptors CRIg
and/or CR1 are buried in the large C3/C3b interface of the (SCIN/C3bBb)/C3 or
(SCIN/C3bBb)2complexes. This results in direct inhibition of uptake by circulating
phagocytes.
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Figure 32. Modeling the multi-functional nature of SCIN proteins and the role of the
(SCIN/C3bBb)/C3 complex. A model of the (SCIN/C3bBb)/C3 interaction is made by
superimposition of the native C3 crystal structure (PDB ID#:2A73) onto a single copy of C3b
in a pseudo-dimeric (SCIN/C3bBb) (PDB ID#: 2WIN).
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with the activities of SCIN-A and C3bBb. First, the position of C3 is such that the scissile
loop of C3 is near to the active site on Bb (70). Second, the second “C3b” binding site for
SCIN-A is preformed in C3 and the N-terminal residues of SCIN-A involved in this site lie in
close proximity to these C3 residues (16). Finally, a large interface is formed between C3 and
C3b that masks the residues involved in the CRIg/C3b interaction (83).
The biological significance of a multi-protein (SCIN/C3bBb)/C3 complex is
supported by a number of independent observations. It is true that simply preventing C3
binding to the convertase would provide an effective means for SCIN inhibition of C3bBb.
However, by tethering C3 to an inactive surface-bound convertase, rather than blocking C3
binding alone, SCINs not only prevent C3 activation but also form a protective structure that
inhibits phagocytic uptake of C3b-opsonized S. aureus. The abundance of C3 in human
plasma (~5 µM) coupled with its status as a natural substrate for C3bBb likely provides a
favorable environment for the formation of (SCIN/C3bBb)/C3 (42).
In conclusion, we have identified several specific structure-activity relationships
across all SCIN family members. Our data suggest that these specific findings may be
relevant to a larger group of proteins that together comprise pillars of the S. aureus
complement inhibitory arsenal. Overall, this work highlights the modular nature of SCIN
structure/function and provides new insight into the detailed mechanisms of innate immune
evasion at work in S. aureus.
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